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Abstract
The study of nonlinear partial differential equations on fractals is a burgeoning 
inter-disciplinary topic, allowing dynamic properties on fractals to be investigated. 
In this thesis we will investigate nonlinear PDEs of three basic types on bounded  
and unbounded fractals.
We first review the definition of post-critically finite (p.c.f.) self-similar fractals 
with regular harmonic structure. A Dirichlet form exists on such a fractal; thus we 
may define a weak version of the Laplacian. The Sobolev-type inequality, established  
on p.c.f. self-similar fractals satisfying the separation condition, plays a crucial role 
in the analysis of PDEs on p.c.f. self-similar fractals. We use the classical approach 
to study the linear eigenvalue problem on p.c.f. self-similar fractals, which depends 
on the Sobolev-type inequality. Fundamental solutions such as Green’s function, 
wave propagator and heat kernel are then explicitly expressed in terms of eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions.
The main aim of the thesis is to study nonlinear PDEs on fractals. We begin with  
nonlinear elliptic equations on p.c.f. self-similar fractals. We prove the existence of 
non-trivial solutions to elliptic equations with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions 
using the mountain pass theorem and the saddle point theorem. For nonlinear wave 
equations on p.c.f. self-similar fractals, we show the existence of global solutions for 
appropriate initial and boundary data. We also examine blow up at finite time which 
may occur for certain initial data. Finally, we consider nonlinear diffusion equations 
on p.c.f. self-similar fractals and unbounded fractals. Using the upper-lower solu­
tion technique, we prove the global existence of solutions of the nonlinear diffusion 
equation with initial value and boundary conditions on p.c.f. self-similar fractals. 
For unbounded fractals, starting with a heat kernel satisfying certain assumptions, 
we prove that the diffusion equation with a nonlinear term of the form vP possesses 
a global solution if the initial data is small and p  >  1 +  ds/ 2, while solutions blow 
up if p  <  1 +  ds / 2  even for small initial data, where ds is the spectral dimension  
of the fractal. We investigate smoothness and Holder continuity of solutions when 
they exist.
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1A b o u t th is  d isser ta tio n .
Chapter 1 begins with the definition of post-critically finite (p.c.f) self-similar 
fractals developed by Kigami, and Dirichlet forms are then introduced. We establish  
a Sobolev-type inequality on p.c.f. self-similar fractals that possess regular harmonic 
structure and satisfy the separation condition. We give some examples of fractals 
for which an embedding inequality holds. We define a weak Laplacian by using the 
Dirichlet form on the fractal, and provided it is continuous, show it is to be the same 
as Kigami’s standard Laplacian.
In Chapter 2 we establish basic properties of the the eigenvalues and eigenfunc­
tions for the Laplacian on p.c.f. fractals using the Sobolev-type inequality of Chapter 
1. The techniques are standard but we include the results for completeness.
Chapter 3 goes to construct the fundamental solutions such as heat kernels, 
Green’s functions and wave propagators on fractals. The results of Chapter 2 are 
extensively exploited. These fundamental solutions are the corner stones for studying 
non-linear partial differential equations on fractals. They present a striking contrast 
to their counterparts on classical domains. The reason for this is that the spectral 
dimension is less than 2 in the fractal case.
Chapter 4 investigates non-linear elliptic equations on p .c.f self-similar fractals. 
Using the mountain pass theorem and the saddle point theorem, we prove the ex­
istence of (multiple) non-trivial solutions of non-linear elliptic equations with zero 
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Chapter 5 studies nonlinear wave equations on bounded fractals. We show 
the global existence of a strong solution to nonlinear wave equations w ith initial- 
boundary conditions. We use the contraction principle to obtain the local existence 
of a strong solution, which can be extended globally by using a priori estimates 
obtained using the Sobolev-type inequality.
Chapter 6 concentrates on nonlinear diffusion equations on bounded fractals. We 
establish a maximum principle on this class of fractals. We then use the ‘lower-upper 
solution’ technique to obtain the global existence of a weak solution to the nonlinear 
diffusion equation with given initial conditions and zero boundary conditions.
Chapter 7 turns to nonlinear diffusion equations on more general fractals that 
may be unbounded. Several universal assumptions about a heat kernel are made 
that hold on many basic fractals. We show that there is a critical parameter that 
depends on the spectral dimension and determines whether non-negative solutions 
exist or whether ‘blow-up’ occurs.
CHAPTER 1
S o b o lev -ty p e  in eq u a litie s  on  
p.c.f. se lf-sim ilar f rac ta ls
In this chapter we first review the definition of post-critically finite (p.c.f.) self­
similar fractals introduced by Kigami. We define Dirichlet forms on p.c.f. self­
similar fractals and establish a Sobolev-type inequality on p.c.f. self-similar fractals 
satisfying the separation condition. We give two examples of p.c.f. self-similar 
fractals on which the Sobolev-type inequality holds. Finally, we define the (weak) 
Laplacian on p.c.f. self-similar fractals.
1 .1 . P .c .f . se lf-s im ila r  fracta ls  an d  D ir ich le t form s
In this section we first recall some basic concepts in fractal geometry such as 
Hausdorff measures and Hausdorff dimensions. We then review a certain class of 
fractals, post-critically finite (p.c.f.) self-similar fractals, and introduce Dirichlet 
forms on p.c.f. fractals.
Let n >  I be an integer and IRn the usual n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let 
V  be a subset of IRn and s >  0. A finite or countable collection of subsets {U{}  of 
lRn is called a 6-cover of V  if V  C U ^ tA  and the diameter diam (Ui) of Ui for all i 
is less than 6 . For all 6 >  0, we define
{ oo
Y ,  (d ia m ([/i))S : {Ui}  is a 5- cover of V"
Z—1
This infimum is increasing as 6 \  0. Thus we define
(1.2) n s(V) =  U m H ftV ).
o 4.0
It may be shown that H s is a regular Borel measure on IRn, and we term it the 
s- dimensional Hausdorff measure of V.  It is easy to see from (1.1) and (1.2) that 
for all sets V  C IRn there is a number dim j/(K ), called the Hausdorff dimension of 
V, such that /HS{V) — oo if s <  dim tf(V) and i i s (V) =  0 if s >  dim jj(V ), that is
dirnff(V') =  inf{s : I f f i y )  — 0} =  sup{s : H S{V)  =  oo}.
Let N  >  2 be an integer. An iterated function system (IFS) is a family of 
contraction mappings {F \, ^ 2, • - • , TV} on ]Rn, that is Fi : ]Rn -> IRn (1 < i <  N )
2
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and
(1.3) |Fi(x) -  Fi(y)| <  ai \x -  y\ for all x , y  E lRn,
where 0 <  oti <  1 and j . | is the Euclidean metric. If (1.3) is replaced by equality 
then Fi is a similitude. For an IFS (T i, TV • • • , IV }  on IRn there exists a unique, 
non-empty compact set V  C 1RT satisfying
N
V  =  { J  Ft (V),
i= 1
see [10, p. 30]. Such a set V  is called the attractor of the IFS {TV-TV • ■ • , jF/v}; if 
the Fi are all similitudes, V  is called a self-similar fractal
An IFS {Fu F2 l ' ”  > TV} satisfies the open set condition if there exists a non­
empty bounded open set U  C IRT such that
N
\ j F i ( U ) C U
i=1
with this union disjoint. For an IFS {T \, jF2, • • * , I V }  of similitudes satisfying the 
open set condition there is a unique number df >  0 such that
N
i=i
Such a df  is the Hausdorff dimension of the self-similar fractal V  of the IFS {T \, TV 
• • • ,T V }, see [9, p .118-120]. Moreover, 0 <  'Hdf{V)  <  oo, see [9, p .118-120].
A certain class of self-similar fractals, termed post-critically finite (p.c.f.) self­
similar fractals, was introduced in [24]. Let J} be a shift space based on S  — 
{1, 2, • • • ,1V}, that is
=  { oj : u  =  «i«2 • • • with ik E S  for all k E IN},
where IN is the collection of all positive integers. For the self-similar fractal V  of an 
IFS (T i, • • • , TV} we define a mapping i r : X) V  by
oo
Mu,)} =  p |  FW2...im( n
m=l
for all cu =  i i i 2 ■ • ■ E JV where
Tii *2— im ~  ° Fi2 o • • • o Fim.
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It is easy to see that ir is well defined since n ^ _ 1Pi1i2...jm(Vr) is a singleton, due to 
the contraction property of Fi (1 <  i <  N ).  Let
A = (J
i,i€S
i^3
n = 7r_1(A),
oo
P  =  U < r fc(i7),
1
where a  is a shift map, that is • • ■) =  *1 * • We call V  a post-critically
finite (p.c.f.) self-similar fractal if the post-critical set P  is finite. (Here the definition 
of p.c.f. self-similar fractal is more restrictive than that given in [23].) Let Vo — 
7r(P), termed the boundary of V . Then V  is the closure of F* under the Euclidean
oo
metric, where V* =  u Vm and Vm+I =  U  Fi(Vm) with Vm C V^+i,™  >  0, see
m=0 isS
[23, Lemma 1.3.10, p. 13].
We now give the definition of Dirichlet forms on fractals. Let V  be a self-similar 
fractal of an IFS {P i, • • * , Fjv}- Let p  be a regular Borel measure with support V  
and 0 <  p (V )  <  oo. (Note: here and elsewhere when we say that the support of p  is 
V , we mean that p(U)  >  0 for any open subset U  C V.) Such a measure exists on V , 
see [10 , p .36-38]. Let L 2(V)  be the usual space of square integrable functions on V  
with respect to p,  w ith the norm | | . [|2. A Dirichlet form W  on V  is a non-negative, 
closed, Markovian and symmetric bilinear form on V { W )  x  V ( W )  where V { W )  is a 
dense subspace of L 2(V),  that is
© (N o n -n eg a tiv e): W (u, u) >  0 for all u E V (W ) .
© (B ilinear): W (r i« i  +  T2U2 , v) =  T \ W { u i , v )  +  T2W (^2 , v) for all t i ,T 2 E 1R 
and u\ ,U2, v  E V { W ) .
© (S ym m etric ): W (u ,v) =  W (v ,u )  for all u , « E  V { W ) .
© (C losed): for a sequence {uk} in V ( W )  satisfying
\\uk -  «i|ll +  w (uk ~ upuk -  u{) —¥ 0, kfi -»• 00, 
there exists a « E  V ( W )  such that
IIUk ~  u\\l +  w ( u k -  u, uk -  u) -A 0 , k -A- 00.
0 (M arkovian): if u  E V ( W ) y then Te{u) E V ( W )  and W ( T e(u),Te (u)) <  
P7(u,u) for all e >  0, for all Te : 1R —* [—e, 1 +  e] satisfing Te(x) — x  if 
x  E [0 ,1] and
0 <  T£(x2) -  2V(£i) <  ^2 -  ®i, for x i  <  x 2.
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The classical Dirichlet form on a smooth domain fi G IRn is
(L4) = 4=1 JQ
for u ,v  G W 1’2^ ) ,  where W l '2{fi) =  (n  G L2(fi) : G L2(ft) for 1 <  i  <  n}
is the usual Sobolev space and the distributional derivative of u w ith respect 
to X{. Clearly W in (1.4) is a non-negative, closed and symmetric bilinear form on 
W 1,2(Q) x W 1,2(fi). W ith certain amount of effort, one can show that W  in (1.4) is 
also Markovian, see [17, p .8]. Thus W  is a Dirichlet form on fi.
For a p.c.f. self-similar fractal V, a Dirichlet form may be obtained in the 
following way. Let Vo =  {PuP2, • • * ,Pn0} be the boundary of V.  Define a quadratic 
form W0 : V ( W 0) x  V { W 0) ->• IR by
 ^ no
(1.5) W o(u,u) =  -  Cij (u(pi) -  u{pj ))(v{pi) -  v{pj )) ,
i,j=1
where Cij =  Cji >  0 (1 <  i , j  <  no) and u ,v  G V(Wo) =  {n| u : Vo —> H } . We 
suppose that Wo is irreducible, that is .
(1.6) Wo(iq u) — 0 if and only if u is constant on Vo-
We inductively define a quadratic form Wm+i : V ( W m+1) x  V { W m+\) —* IR on 
Vm+i by
N
(1.7) W W i(u , v) = r p  Wm( u o ^ . o j ? ; )
4=1
for m >  0 and u, v G T>(Wm+i) =  {u| u : Vm+i -> IR}, where r* >  0 for all i G S.
For u G X>(Wo), we define
(1.8) W i(u ,u ) =  m in{W i(u,u)| v G T>(Wi) and v\v0 =  u }.
A p.c.f. self-similar fractal V  is said to possess a harmonic structure, denoted by 
(J, r), if there exist an no x no matrix J  =  — (c -^) and a vector r  =  ( n ,  r2, • • • , r^)  
such that
(1.9) Wi (u, u) =  W0(n, u) for all u G V { W 0).
The harmonic structure (J, r) is said to be regular if r* <  1 for all i G 5 , see [24, 28]. 
It is an open question whether or not a general p.c.f. self-similar fractal possesses 
a regular harmonic structure although a positive answer was obtained for nested  
fractals in [35, 37] (a nested fractal is a fractal of an IFS with the same contraction 
ratio for all Fi and additional properties [35]).
5
From now on we assume that our fractal is a p.c.f. self-similar fractal in IRn 
which possesses a regular harmonic structure, except where otherwise stated.
For u : V* —> IR, let
(1.10) W ( u , u ) =  lim Wm(u,u),
m -4 oo
(possibly W(u ,  u) — oo). Note that (1.10) makes sense since { W m (u, u )} is non­
decreasing in m  >  0 for all u : V* —>• IR; this is because V possesses a harmonic
structure and thus, for all u : V* —>• IR and m >  1,
N
W m+1{ u , u ) - W m (u,u) =  Y . n 1 (W ™(U o F i ’U o F J - W™-l(U a F i ’U o F i))
i =  1
> o
if Wm(u ,u) > Wm- i ( u , u ) ,  giving that { W m}  is non-decreasing in m  by using the 
fact that W\(u ,u )  >  W q(u , u) and induction. The W  in (1.10) is only defined on 
V*. By a continuous extension such a W  may be viewed as the Dirichlet form on V  
with the domain V ( W )  in C(V ),  the space of all continuous functions on V.  Note 
that this construction of a Dirichlet form does not depend on the measure fi on V.
For a p.c.f. self-similar fractal V  having a regular harmonic structure, the effec­
tive resistence metric R  : V* X F* —>■ IR is given by
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(1.11) R ( x , y )  =  max
|u(rr) -  w(y)|s
W {u ,u )
u(x ) ^  u(y),  W ( u ,u )  <  oo
see [23, 27]. Then V  can be viewed as the closure of V* under the metric R,  see 
[26].
From (1.11), we see that
(1.12) \u(x) -  u(y)  |2 <  R{x,  y) W (u ,  u)
for all x , y  € K  and all u : V* —> IR (if W (u ,u )  =  oo, then (1.12) is obvious).
1.2. Sobolev-type inequalities.
Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal of an IFS {Fi ,  • • • ,-Fjv} of similitudes, with  
a regular harmonic structure (J, r). Let W  be defined as in (1.10). In this section  
we show that the Sobolev-type inequality
(1.13) |u(rr) — u(y)\  <  C\ \x  — y\a W { u , u ) 1! 2
holds for all x ,  y  G V  and all u 6 C'(F), provided that V  further satisfies the 
separation condition to be stated below. Here Ci >  0 and a  =  ln(ro)/(21nd) >  0 
with ro =  m ax{ri} <  1 and for some d e  (0,1). Note that (1.13) was obtained for
iES
nested fractals, see [23, 30 , 31, 35],
Recall S  — { 1 ,2, • • • , N } .  Let S m =  {o/| u  =  i \ i 2 ■ • • «m, %k G S  for 1 <  k <  m }  
and Ftj =  F^ o Fi2 • • ■ o Fim for w =  i i i 2 G S m.
P r o p o s it io n  1 .1 . Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal possessing a regular 
harmonic structure (J ,r ). Then there exists a constant C2 depending only on (J, r) 
such that
(1.14) R(x,  y) <  C W "
for all m  >  0 and all x , y  E FU(V*) with u  E 5 m, where ro =  m ax{rj} <  1.iES
P ro o f. See Lemma 3.3 in [26, p.297]. 9
P r o p o s it io n  1 .2 . Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal possessing a regular 
harmonic structure (J ,r ).  Then there exists a constant C3 depending only on (J, r) 
such that
(1.15) \u (x ) ~  w(?/)i <  C z r o 71!2 W i u . u ) 1!2
for  all m  >  0 and all x , y  E FU(V) with u  E S m and all u E C(V ).
P ro o f. Let to >  0. For x , y  E -FW(F*) with w E S m, we see that (1.15) follows 
immediately from (1.12) and (1.14). For x , y  E FU(V)  with u> E <Sm, there are 
sequences { x k} k>i  and { yk} k> 1 in ^w (K ) such that |ajfc -  a;| -)■ 0 , |7/fc -  y\ -> 0 as 
A: —> 00, proving (1.15) by noting that
(1.16) |u (zfc) -  u(yk)\ <  Cr3rom/2W’(w,K)1/ 2.
and n is continuous on V. 9
For u) =  i i i <2 " - im £ a set of the form -^ (V ) is called an m-complex.  A 
p.c.f. self-similar fractal V  is said to be separated if there exist some 77 >  0 and some 
d  E (0,1) such that for all to >  1 and all W2 E 5 m, we have
(1.17) dist (PW1(P ) ,P W2( V ) ) =  inf.'c€iiw1(V)
yeFw2(V)
whenever -Fwi (F”) n  PW2 (V) = 0 .  The separation condition (1.17) says that the dis­
tance between any two disjoint TO-complexes (to >  1) is bounded below from 77 dm 
for some 77 >  0 .
T h e o rem  1.3 (S o b o le v -ty p e  in eq u a lity ). Assume that V  is a p.c.f. self­
similar fractal that possesses a regular harmonic structure and satisfies the separation 
condition (1.17). Then for  some Ci
|w(x) — u(y )| <  C\\x  — y\a W ( u , u )1/2 
holds for all x , y  E V  and all u  E C'(V’), where a  — ln(ro)/(21nd) >  0.
P ro o f. The inequality (1.13) is obvious for u E C(V )  w ith W (u ,u )  — 00. 
Suppose that u E C(V )  and W  (u, u) <  00. W ithout loss of generality, we suppose 
that
(1.18) |rr — y\ <77 d.
Let
x =  7r(«i72«3 * * *) /  y  =  v ( j i h h  • • • )•
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Let 1 <  m  <  oo be the greatest integer such that
•FU-i A V )n F jlj2...jm( v ) j t 0 .
Such an m  exists; otherwise Fir (V) fl Fj1(V) =  0  and so |rr — y\ >  p d by (1.17), 
contradicting (1.18). Let z  E Fixi2^im{V)  H N o t i n g  that
it follows from (1.17) that
\ x - y \ >  d ist{Fili2..^mim+1( V ) i Fj l j 2...jmjm+l(V)) >  rj dm+1.
We see from (1.15) that
|u(x) -  u ( z ) | <  C3r0m/2 W { u , u ) 1/2 (since x , z  E -Fiiia-imOO))
|u{z)  -  u(y)| <  C3rom/2 W { u , u )1!2 (since z , y  E Fj l h ...jm{V)),
and so,
|u(a?) — u(y)| <  2C3rom^2 W ( u , u ) 1^ 2 
<  C\  \x — y\a Wiu^u ) 1/ 2 
for all x , y  E V and all u E C (V )  with W (u ,u )  <  oo. ■
The Sobolev-type inequality plays a crucial part in investigating nonlinear par­
tial differential equations on bounded fractals, analogous to the classical Sobolev 
embedding theorems on smooth domains.
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1.3 . E x a m p les .
E x a m p le  1 .4 . S ierp in sk i g a sk et.
Let IV >  2 be an integer. Let p* (1 <  i <  N  +  1) be N  +  1 distinct points in 
IR^ with \pi — pj  | =  1 (1 <  i =£ j  <  N  +  1), where | . | is the usual Euclidean metric. 
Let E j , l < i < i V  +  l b e  contracting similtudes given by Fi(x) =  ^(x — pi)  +  pi for 
x  E TR,N . Then there is a unique non-empty compact set V  in 1R^ such that
AT+1
y  =  U
i= 1
The set V  is the Sierpinski gasket  in IR^. Clearly the Sierpinski gasket is a p.c.f.
oo
self-similar fractal since V  may be viewed as the closure of V* =  (J where
m =0
AT4-1
Vm+i =  (J Fi(Vm) , m  > 0, with Vo =  {p i ,P 2, * * * , P n + i}- See Figure 1, for N  — 2. 
2=1
Moreover, the Sierpinski gasket possesses a regular harmonic structure. To see this,
1.3. EXAMPLES.
P  3 P2
Vx
Figure 1.
we can take Cij — 1 (1 <  i , j  <  N + l )  in (1.5) andr^ =  ( N + l ) / ( N + 3 )  (1 <  i <  N + l )  
in (1.7), that is
“  u(y))(v{x) -  v(y))
®>3/6Vm
\x—y\—2~m
for all u, v : Vm —> IR. Then
W q(u , u) =  inf {W i(w,v) : v\yQ =  w} ,
for all n : Vo —^ IR and v : Vi —¥ IR. The Sobolev-type inequality (1.13) holds with  
cx =  log((JV +  3) / ( N  +  l)) /2 1 o g 2 , for ro =  (N  +  1 ) / ( N  +  3) and d =  1 /2 , see [30] 
for N  =  2 and [12] for N  >  2.
E x a m p le  1 .5 . V ic se k  sn ow flak e.
Let Fi : IR2 —> IR, 1 <  i <  5 be given by
*!(*) = §, F2(*) = f  + |(l,0 ), F 3(x ) =  f + 1(1,1),
J4(*) =  f  + 1(0,1), F5(s) = I + 1(1,1), I 6 ® 2.
The Vicsek snowflake V  in IR2 satisfies
5
r  =  U w o ,
i=l
see [2 , 38], see Figure 2. The Vicsek snowflake V  is a p.c.f. self-similar fractal with  
the boundary Vo =  {pi,£>2,P3,P4}, where
Pi  =  (0,0), P2 — (0,1), p3 =  ( l , l ) ,  p4 =  (l,0).
Then we may take Cij =  1 (1 <  i , j  <  4) in (1.5) and ri =  1/3 (1 <  i <  5) in (1.7), 
to give the Vicsek snowflake a regular harmonic structure, w ith the Sobolev-type 
inequality (1.13) holding with a  =  1/2.
(1.19) Wm(u,v) ( f ± f )
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II. 
□ '
Vo Vi V2
F ig u re  2.
The separation condition (1.17) is obvious for the fractals in Examples 1.4 and
1.5.
1 .4 . L ap lac ian s on  p .c .f . se lf-s im ila r  fra cta ls .
Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal with the boundary ho which possesses a 
regular harmonic structure. Let W (u ,u )  be defined as in (1.10) for all u € C(V).  
We define
(1.20) V ( W )  =  {u\ u E C{V)  and W {u ,u )  <  oo}.
Let C0(TO =  {u  <= C(V)\ u =  0 on VQ}  and H q(V) =  CQ(V)  n  V ( W ) .  Then H^(V)  
is a Hilbert space with the inner product defined as follows. Let W (u ,  v) be given 
by
Wiu^v)  — lim Wm(u,i>), u , v £ V ( W ) i
m -*  oo
where W m (u , v) is as in (1.7). It is easy to see using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
that this limit exists and is finite if u ,v  € V { W ) .  Then the inner product of u ,v  € 
iT o(y) is W(u> i>), and the norm of u in H q(V)  *s IMI ~  VF(u, u )1/ 2. From (1.13), 
we immediately get
(1.21) H q(V)  is compactly embedded into the space Co(F)
by using the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. To see ( 1 .2 1 ) ,  let be a bounded se­
quence in Hq1 (TO, that is there is a constant A  such that \\uk\\ <  A  for all k >  1. 
From ( 1 .1 3 )  it is easily seen that is uniformly bounded in C 'o (V ')  and equi-
continuous on V.  Since V  is compact, we use the Arzela-Ascoli theorem to get
(1.21). Furthermore, taking y  G Vo in (1.13) and using u|y0 — 0, we have
P r o p o s it io n  1.6 .
(1.22) sup |u(.t)| <  M  ||u|| for all u €  H q(V),  
xev
where M  =  Ci(diam(Vr))°:.
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Let fi be a normalized regular Borel measure on V  satisfying fi{V) =  1 and 
p(U)  >  0 for each non-empty open subset U  of V.  For u G V ( W ) ,  if there exists a 
function in L 2( V ), denoted by A u, such that
(1.23) W ( u ,v )  =  — [  Au(x)v (x )  dfj,(x)) for all v  G H q(V),
Jv
then we say that A u is a weak Laplacian of u. (Compare the classical case when 
W  is given by (1.4) where this follows from the divergence theorem.) Note that the 
definition of weak Laplacian depends on the measure p.
W hilst we shall mainly work with the weak Laplacian, there is also a directly 
defined version. For m  >  0, let Wm(u,v)  be given as in (1.7) for u , v  G V { W m) =  
{it| i t : Vm -»  IR}. Define a linear operator L m : V ( W m) -»  V ( W m) by
(1.24) Wm(tt,«) =  -  (L mu)(x ) v(x)  for all u ,v  e  V ( W m).
x£Vm
It is easy to see that such an Lm is uniquely determined by the bilinear form W m 
for all m >  0.
Let p  € Fm, m >  0, and : V* —> IR be defined by
f 1, if x  =  p,
(L25) = n -L i~ T/p \ o, if x   ^p, x e vm,
(1.26) L kW™(x)=  0, x e V * \ V m and all k >  m.
Such a function is uniquely determined on V  by a continuous extension from 
V.^  to V  for all m > 0, see [24, Theorem 3.1, p .730]. Following [24, Definition 6.1, 
p .741], we define a linear operator AJf : V ( W m) ->■ V { W m) by
&™u (p) =  Pm]pLmU{p), p  <E Vm,
where =  f v !P™(x) dp(x) >  0 .
Let u be a continuous function on V. If there exists a continuous function on 
V,  denoted by A su, such that
(1.27) lim sup I AT'u(p) — A sit(p)| =  0 , 
m^ °°pev\v0
then we say that A su is the standard Laplacian of u , see [24].
The existence of the standard Laplacian of a function u G H q(V) implies the 
existence of the weak Laplacian A u defined by (1.23). We state a partial converse; 
see Strichartz and Usher [49, 50] for variations on this.
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .7 . Assume that u G i7o(F ) and the weak Laplacian A u is con­
tinuous in V\Vo. Then
(1.28) A u{x)  =  A su(x),  x  G U\Vb-
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P ro o f. We set Au(x)  — cp(x),x E V \ V q. Since <p(x) is continuous in V\Vo, the 
following linear problem
A s  ^ — (pt x E F \F o ,
has a unique solution z(x) ,  which belongs to H q(V),  see [24, Theorem 6.9, p .743], 
Therefore,
for all v E -ffg(V’), see [24, Lemma 6.8, p.742]. Prom (1.23) and (1.30), we have 
W { u  — z, v) =  0, for all v E H q (V), 
giving u =  2 on V, and (1.28) follows immediately from (1.29). ■
There are several other approaches to defining a Laplacian on fractals, see for 
example [3, 5, 6 , 32], see also Section 3.1.
(1.30)
CHAPTER 2
E igenvalue p ro b lem s
Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal in IRn which possesses a regular harmonic 
structure and satisfies the separation condition (1.17), with the boundary TV Then  
the Sobolev-type inequality (1.13) holds for V.  We shall show that there exists a 
sequence of eigenfunctions which forms an orthonormal basis of L 2(V) and corre­
sponds to a sequence of non-negative eigenvalues. The proof is standard, but we 
sketch it here for completeness.
2 .1 . E ig en v a lu e  p ro b lem s o n  p .c .f  se lf-s im ila r  fra cta ls
Consider the following eigenvalue problem
(2.1) A u  -f Xa(x)u =  0, x € V \ko, 
with zero boundary conditions
(2.2) u\v0 =  0 ,
where a : V  —> [0, oo). We say A is an eigenvalue of (2.1) corresponding to a non-zero 
eigenfunction ij) 6 H q (V)  if
(2.3) W{J) ,v)  =  A f  a(x)ip(x)v(x) dp(x)
Jv
holds for all v 6 f l j  (7 ) .
T h e o rem  2 .1 . Let a(x)  >  0 on V with a =  f v  a(x)dja(x) >  0. Then (2.1) with
(2 .2)  has a sequence of positive eigenvalues
(2.4) 0 <  Ai <  A2 <  • • • <  Am < • • • ,
where Am —> oo as m  —> oo. Moreover, the corresponding eigenfunctions {^m}m=l 
form an orthogonal basis of the Hilbert space H q(V).
P ro o f. The technique used here is the same in spirit as on smooth domains, see 
for example [36, 46], but appealing to the Sobolev-type inequality (1.13).
We first show the existence of the eigenvalue Ai, the smallest positive eigenvalue. 
By (1.22), we have that
j a(x)u2(x) dfi(x) <  M 2 W (u ,u )  [  a(x) d/j,(x) =  f i {W{u ,u)
J v  J v
13
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for all u G .Hq(F), where — a M 2. Consider the Rayleigh quotient
t (  \ — W (u ,u )
f v a(x)u2(x) d p { x y  U '
Thus
for all G ^  0 .
Therefore, J(u) has a positive infimum. Let
A  =  >1 u G : J  cl{x)u2(x) dfi(x) =  l | .
We define
(2.5) Ai =  inf J (u ) =  inf W (u ,u ).
ue^(v) u&A
u^o
Then Ai >  >  0. We show that Ai given by (2.5) is the smallest eigenvalue of
(2.1) and (2.2). To do this, we choose a minimising sequence {wm} G A  such that
(2.6) Ji^m) = ^m)  ^Ai.
The sequence {um} is bounded in H q(V),  and thus by (1.21), there exist a subse­
quence (also denoted by {wm}) and a function ipi G C'o(V) such that
lim sup |um(a;) — ^>i(a;)| =  0 .
m^°°x€V
Thus, using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,
(2.7) f  a(x)i/j2 (x) dfj,(x) =  1.
Jv
Using the fact that
("^ m 'U’ki V*m 'U'k) T (^m T "^ ki ^ m T f^c)
= 2 (um) Um) + W(uk, Uk)^ j ,
we obtain from (2.5)-(2.7) that
W ( u m -  uk, um -  uk) <  2 ( w (um, um) +  W (uk, uk)^ j
-  Ai a(x)(um(x) +  uk(x ) )2 d/i(x)
Jv
—> 4Ai — 4Ai a(x)ipi(x)2 dfj,(x) =  0, m, k -A oo,
Jv
which implies that {um}  is a Cauchy sequence in iJg(V ). Hence
Um^f pi  inffoOO*
and
(2.8) A
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For all V E H q(V),  we set
g(t) =  J{ip i +  tv)
_ W  (-01 +  tv,  +  tv)
f v  a(x)('ipi(x) -h tv(x ))2 d/i(x)
  Wjipuipi )  +  2 t W  (?/>!, v) + t 2W ( v ,v ) __________________
f v  a(x)'ipi(x)2 dfi(x) +  21 f v  a(x)ifii(x)v(x) dju(x) +  t2 f v  a (x )v (x )2 dju(x)'
It is easy to calculate
2W('if>1, v )  f v  a j x ^ j x )2 dfi(x) -  2 W { j j i , j j i )  Jv  a j x ^ i x ^ i x )  dfi{x)
9 U v  a (x ) ^ i {x )2 dfi{x) } 2
=  2 | w ( ^ i j v )  — Ai  J  a(x)ipi(x)v(x) dfi(x) j
by virtue of (2.7) and (2.8). Since g(t) reaches its minimum at t  =  0 , we have
W{if)i,v)  =  Ai f  a(x)'tpi(x)v(x) dfj,(x), for a llii E H q(V),
Jv
which says that Ai is an eigenvalue of (2.1) and (2.2). That Ai is the smallest eigen­
value follows from (2.5), since if A is any eigenvalue, there exists w  E H q( V ) , w ^  0 
such that
W ( w , v )  =  A a(x)w(x)v(x)  d/j,(x) for a llv  E H q(V ),
Jv
and we take v =  w  to get
W{w,w)
A =  -r—  =  J{w)  >  inf J [ u ) =  Ai.
Jv a ( x ) w { x y  d/j,(x)
Next we construct eigenvalues A2 <  A3 <  • • •. Suppose inductively that we have 
obtained the m  — 1 eigenvalues
Ai <  A2 <  ... <  Am_ i (m >  2),
w ith corresponding to the eigenfunctions
and
a(x)il)fi {x)2 dfi(x) =  1, k =  1, 2,*** , m  — 1.
Jv
Let
E m- 1 =  span{^ i, • • • , Jjm- 1},
E m - i  =  : i ’ 7  ^ 0 an<i  J  a( x) i ( j (x )v (x )  df i(x)  =  0 for all v  E .
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As above, we may prove that there exist a number Am and a function ipm satisfying
ipm E H q ( V )  fl E m - u
a i x ^ m i x )2 d/t(x) =  1,
Jv'V
and
W(iprn,v)  =  Xm a{x)i/jm (x)v(x) dfi(x),  for all w € H q (V) Pi E ^ _ v  
Jv
Furthermore,
\ n  = ~  ^ f  J (u ).
For all v  E /ig  (F ), we may decompose as
v =  « i +  ii2, u i e  E m- 1, u2 E E ^ _ x
with m—1
V1 = S  a/s^ fc’ ajfc G IR'
k=l
Therefore,
W'ltfm.u) =
m—1
=  Y , a mi v2)
&=1
-  W('ipmiV2) =  A m a(rc)^m(a;)i; 2(a) d/i (a)
Jv
=  Am a(x)ij)m (x)(v i(®) + U 2(®)) d/i(ff)
Jv
=  Xm a(x)if;m (x)v(x) d/j,(x), for all u E JT^F).
Jv
Thus Am is an eigenvalue of (2.1) and (2.2). It is trivial to see that Am >  Am_ i.
We show that the eigenfunctions Jji and J)j corresponding to different eigenvalues 
Ai y  Aj  are orthogonal in U g (F ), that is,
(2.9) W ^ j ) =  0.
This follows since
'V
and so
a
giving (2.9).
'v
Wtyiy' i frj )  ~  Xi a(x)4>i{x)ipj (x)  d/j,(x)
Jv
=  A j  a(x)i/)j(x)'i()i(x) d{j,(x),
Jv
(Ai -  Aj )  a(x) /i/)i(x)'if;j(x) dfj,(x) =  0 ,
J
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We claim that the dimension of the space consisting of eigenfunctions correspond­
ing to a fixed eigenvalue is finite. To see this, suppose that there exists countably 
infinite sequence of eigenfunctions corresponding to the same eigenvalue A,
which are linearly independent in H q(V)  and so renormalized that
L
a{x)wk {x) dfi(x) =  1, for all k >  1. 
As
L
W ( w klw k) =  A a(x)wk(x)2 dfi(x) =  A, 
JV
su
a(x)(wi(x)  -  w k(x) )2 d/jt(x)
'
there exists a convergent bsequence { w k} in Co(F), which is impossible since
v
=  a(x)wi(x)2 d/j,(x) T  a(x)wk(x)2 dfi(x) — 2 a(x)wi(x)wk(x) dfx(x)
Jv Jv Jv
=  a ( x ) w i ( x ) 2 dfj,(x) +  a ( x ) w k ( x ) 2 dfj,(x) — 2, if I ^  k>
Jv  Jv
proving our claim.
We show next that
(2.10) lim Am =  Too.
m —J-oo
To see this, suppose that there is a constant fa  such that
0 <  Am <  fa) for all m  >  1.
Assuming without loss of generality that the sequence of corresponding eigenfunc­
tions {ipm} is orthogonal, that is,
L}V
It follows that
r o,z 7- j
a(x)'ipi(x)ripj(x) dfi(x) =  8ij — < 1 . _  . for all i , j  >  1.
11? ^  — J
W {ip m ^ m )  =  Am a(x)ipm (x)2 dfi(x) <  fa,
Jv’V
and so there exists a convergent subsequence of {^ m} in the space C'o(V'). But this 
is a contradiction since
a(x)('ipm (x) -  ipk(x))2 dfi(x) =  2,
J v
giving (2.10).
Finally, we show that the eigenfunctions {ipm} corresponding to {Am} form a
basis of the Hilbert space H q (F ). Otherwise, there would exist a function v E H q (V)
(v 7^  0) which is orthogonal to all m  =  1, 2, • • ■, that is,
W (ipm, u) =  0, for all m > 1,
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and so
Am a(x) ,ipm(x)v(x ) dfi(x) =  0 for all m  >  1.
Jv
It follows that
I a(x) /ipm (x)v(x) d/j,(x) =  0 for all m >  1 
v
since Am >  0 ,m  >  1. Therefore,
v € Em- i> m > 2,
and so
(2 .11) fi J (u) — m = 2,3, • • •f v a(x) v(x )2 d/j(aj)’
But Am -> o o  as m  oo, and so (2.11) is impossible for ?; 7^  0. ■
C oro llary  2 .2 . There exists a non-negative eigenfunction corresponding to the 
first eigenvalue X\.
P ro o f. Let ipi be the eigenvalue of (2.1), (2.2) which corresponds to the first 
eigenvalue Ai- We show that J^il is also an eigenfunction corresponding to Ai, thus 
proving Corollary 2.2. To see this, we note that
since Ai is the infimum of J(u ) over u € H q( V ) , u ^  0. H
Let a(x) =  1, we see from Theorem 2.1 that there exist a sequence of eigenfunc­
tion corresponding to a sequence of, also denoted by, {Am} ^ =1, which will
be used in later Chapters.
Since i?o (^ ) *s dense in Co(V') [23, 24], we see that a s^o an orthog­
onal basis of L2(V). Note that
1/2
kJv
Thus {^m}m=i 18 an orthonormal basis of L 2(V).
2 .2 . F u rth er  resu lts
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Let W  be a Dirichlet form on V  defined by (1.7) and (1.10) that is irreducible, 
see (1.6). Let V { W )  be defined as in (1.20). Then V ( W )  is a Hilbert space with a
norm ||u|| =  (W ( u , u ) +  f v ii(x)2 d p ( x ) ) 1^ 2. It is easy to see that Hq(V)  C V ( W ) .  
We show that (2.1) with Neumann boundary conditions also has a sequence of 
orthogonal eigenfunctions in L 2(V),  but the first eigenvalue is zero, corresponding 
to the constant eigenfunction. A Neumann boundary condition on p.c.f. self-similar 
fractals was introduced by Kigami [24], that is u E C(V)  has a Neumann derivative 
on the boundary Vo if lim L mu(p) exists and is finite for all p  E Vo, where Lm is
m-+oo
given as in (1.24). Such a limit is termed the Neumann derivative of u  at p  E Vo, 
and we denote it by (du)(p).
We consider (2.1) with zero Neumann derivative conditions
(2.12) (du){p) = 0 ,  p G Vo.
T h e o rem  2 .3 . The eigenvalue problem (2.1), (2.12) has a sequence of eigen­
functions *n ^ ( W )  corresponds to a sequence of eigenvalues {Am} ^ _ 0
and satisfies
W(if>m ,v) =  Xm ci(x)'ipm (x)v(x) dp(x)  for all v  E V ( W ), m >  0,
Jv
o>{x)ifjm (x)2 dp(x) — 1 for all m >  1,
Moreover, we have that Ao =  0, Ai >  0 with tfo =  1 and ipi ^  0 on V .
P ro o f. The proof is similar to that given in Theorem 2.1. We omit the details.
CHAPTER 3
F u n d a m e n ta l so lu tio n s on p .c .f. 
se lf-sim ilar f rac ta ls
Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal on which the Sobolev-type inequality (1.13) 
holds. In this chapter we use the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions to obtain Laplacians 
on V.  The fundamental solutions such as the heat kernel, Green’s function and wave 
propagator on V  are also obtained. These fundamental solutions play a central part 
in studying nonlinear PDEs on the fractal.
3 .1 . L ap lac ian s r e v is ite d  and  h ea t k ern els
In this section we use eigenvalues and eigenfunctions to obtain expressions for 
the Laplacian and heat kernel on the p.c.f. self-similar fractal.
Let fi be a regular Borel measure on V  with 0 <  <  oo for any non-empty
open subset U of V.  Let -H^H) he ^ie Hilbert space defined in Section 1.4. The 
Laplacian A u of u £ H q(V)  is defined by
(3.1) PP(u,ti) =  — f  Au(x)  v {x ) d/i(x) for all v  e  H q(V),
Jv
see (1.23). Prom Theorem 2.1, we see that the linear problem
— Au(aj) =  Xu,
(3.2) , ' ’
u\y0 =  0,
has a sequence of eigenfunctions {<£>/c} hi H q(V)  corresponding to the positive eigen­
values {A/;} in an increasing order and forming the orthogonal basis of H q(V),  that 
is ||<^||2 =  1 and
(3.3) W((pk,v) =  \ k  <Pk(x) v{x) d(i(x) for all v  € H q{V)  and k >  1,
Jv
and
(3.4) =  <pi{x)<pj{x) dfj,(x) = 0  for 1 <  i ^  j .
Jv
Note that {(pk} is the orthonormal basis of L 2(V)  since Hq(V)  is dense in L 2(V).
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By (3.3), we see that
(3.5) W(<pk,<pk) =  \ k \\(pk \\l =  \ k.
Since {</?&}*£=! 18 a basis of Hq(V),  if u G Hq(V)  we have
oo
u { x )  =  a m ( z ) ,  a k G H ,x  G V, 
k=l
and so, using (3.4) and (3.5),
oo ooW(u,u) = J^ 4 W(<pk,<ph) =
k=1 k=1
Thus
oo
^  Afca |  <  oo
k=l
oo oo
if u(a:) =  ak<Pk{x) £ -Ho(V). Conversely, let u(x) =  X) ak<pk{%) where 
k- 1 fc=i
oo
] T  Aka\  <  oo. 
k=l
m
Setting um(x) — X) UkVkix) > we see that the sequence {um} is Cauchy in i?o(V ), 
fc=i
and so u G LT^F). Therefore,
(  CO oo 1
(3.6) H q{V) =  < u(») =  : ^ 2 akXk <  00 f •
I fc=l ft=l J
Let V ( A) be the domain of the Laplacian A in Hq( V ), that is
£>(A) ■Hro 0 '0  : A u exists and A u G L2(V )}.
oo oo
For u(a;) =  X) € ^ (A ), we set A u (i)  =  £  bktpk(x). Taking u =  >  1
fc=i fe=l
in (3.1), we see that
«iAi =  W ( u ,v )  ~  — Au(x) v(x) d/j,(x) =  —
Jv
oo oo
and so Ait =  -  X) g-aAk<Pk(%)> and A u  G L 2(V)  if and only if J2 ak^l  <  °°- 
k=l k—1
Therefore,
{ oo oo 1= X) : J2  al Xk < °° f 5 Jfc = 1 &=1 J
and
oo oo
(3.8) A u(x) =  ~ ^ 2 a k\ k(pk{x) for all it (a;) =  ^ a kipk(x) G X>(A).
&=i fc=i
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Note that (3.8) gives rise to a version of the Laplacian of u G 'D(A) on the fractal 
V  by using the eigenfunctons and eigenvalues. It is easy to see from (3.8) that for 
an integer m  >  1, the m -th power of the Laplacian A  is given by
oo
A mu(x) = T ( - V r < W * W ,
k= 1
oo
for all ti(rr) =  X) £ V { A m), the domain of A m.
k = l
From (3.8), we see that —A  is a non-negative definite and self-adjoint operator 
from V ( A )  to L 2(V).  Thus there exists a unique strongly continuous semigroup 
{ P t , t  >  0} on L 2(V ), that is Pt satisfies
l™\\Ptu - u \\2 = 0 
for u  G L 2(V).  The infinitesimal generator of { P t , t  >  0} is A, that is
(3.9) A u  =  lim PhU~-
*40 h
in the L2-norm for u G V ( A ), see [IT, Lemma 1.3.2, p .16]. Moreover, for t  >  0,
00 00
(3.10) Ptu(x ) =  ^ 2 a k e~Xktipk {x) for u(x) -  ^ 2 a kipk{x) G L 2(V).
k= 1 k= 1
The semigroup {Pt,  t  >  0} has a unique kernel K  : (0 ,00) x V  x  V  —> IR, that is
•2 -
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Ptu(x) =  [  K ( t , x , y ) u ( y )  dfa(y) for all u G L 2(V),
Jv
where
(3.11) K ( t , x , y )  =  y ^ e  Xkt(pk{x)(pk(y)} t  >  0 and x , y  G V.
k= 1
The above K  is termed the heat kernel in diffusion equations on V,  and was identified 
in, for example [2 , 8]. Another approach to obtaining the heat kernel is from the 
delicate probabilistic analysis, see [4, 6 , 14, 20] (where the heat kernel is termed 
the transition density).
Let p(X) be the number of eigenvalues of (3.2) not greater than A. A Weyl-type 
formula
CAXds/2 <  p{A) <  CbXd*!2 
may hold for all positive A >  Ai, where 64 , Cb >  0 and Ai is the first eigenvalue of
(3.2), and ds G [1,2) is the spectral dimension of V.  This is proved in [18] for the 
Sierpinski gasket in lRn and in [28] for a p.c.f. self-similar fractal with a regular 
harmonic structure. See also [42] for the case of a variational fractal  though there 
ds may be greater than or equal to 2. Thus there exist @3, Pi >  0 such that
(3.12) psk~2/ ds <  A;;1 < Pik~2l ds
for all k >  1.
OO
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Prom (1.22) and (3.5), we see that
(3.13) sup |p fc(:z:)| <
x£V
and so, using (3.12), the series on the right-hand side in (3.11) is uniformly conver­
gent for all rr, y  £ V  and a lH  >  <5 >  0. Thus K  is well-defined on (0, oo) x V  x V.  
Moreover, the heat kernel K  is continuous on (0, oo) x V  x V  since is continuous 
on V  for k >  1.
We see that Pt is Markovian for all t  >  0, that is
(3.14) 0 < P tu < l
for all u £ L 2 (V) with 0 <  u <  1. The Markov property of the semigroup Pt  is 
equivalent to the Markov property of W ,  see [17]. Here we give an alternative proof
oo
of (3.14). Let u(x)  =  ^  cik^Pki )^ G L 2(V).  It follows from (3.10) that
fc=l
r. OO
0 <  Ptu(x)u(x) dy{x)  — y ' ' a \e~ Xkt
J v  k= i
oo
(3.15) < I > f c  =  N l !
k=l
for all u £ L 2(V).  If (3.14) is false, say there is a to >  0 and xq £  V  such that 
Pt0u(xo) >  1. Since Pt0u (x ) is continuous on V, there is a neighborhood J\f of xq in 
V  such that Pt0u(x ) >  1 for x £  Af. We choose u € L 2(V)  w ith the property that 
u =  1 on Af  and w =  0 on P \ A a n d  so
Ptou(x ) u(x) d/j,(x) -  ||ii||! =  (Ptou(x ) -  u(x))u(x) dja(x)
J v  J v
=  [  (Ptou(x) -  1) dy.{x) >  0 ,
J JV
which contradicts with (3.15), proving (3.14). Prom (3.14), we see that
(3.16) K ( t , x , y )  >  0 for all t >  0 and x , y  £ V,
and
(3.17) f  K ( t , x , y )  dy,(y) <  1 for all t >  0 and x  €  P.
Jv
The only assumption on /i so far is that fi is a regular Borel measure on V  with  
0 <  fi{U) <  oo for any non-empty open subset U  of V.  To obtain more precise 
estimates on the heat kernel iiT, we will need /i to be a Hausdorff measure on V  
satisfying
N
(3.18) fi(A) = Y / ViV-(F,r l {A))for all C
i =1
where m  =  y,(Fi(V)). In general, if the IFS {Fi}  of similitudes associated with
d
V  satisfies the open set condition, we can choose Hi =  a /  and df  the Hausdorff 
dimension of V  satisfying
N
£ < •? '  =  i.
i=l
so (j, is normalized ^/-dimensional Hausdorff measure satisfying (3.18), see [9, 10], 
Under the condition (3.18), we have that
(3.19) \\u\\t+i/d- </3 e (w (u ,u )  +  |M ||)
for all u E C (V )  with W (u ,u )  <  oo, where (3q >  0, see [2 , Theorem 8.3, p .107]. 
Inequality (3.19) is termed Nash’s inequality, which gives rise to an upper bound 
estim ate on the heat kernel K :
/  1 \ da/2
(3.20) K ( t , x ,x )  <  {3j I , for all x  G V  and t  >  0,
for some /?7 >  0, see [2 , Theorem 8.4, p .108].
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3 .2 . G ree n ’s fu n ctio n s
We turn to consider Green’s functions on a p.c.f. self-similar fractal V  with  
a regular harmonic structure; thus (3.12) holds [28]. Green’s functions have been  
constructed on certain classes of fractals, see for example [24, 29]. Here we obtain  
a Green’s function on V  in a simple way by using the eigenfunctions and eigenval­
ues. This version of Green’s function is powerful in the theoretical study of elliptic 
equations on fractals.
The function G  : V  x V  [0, oo) is said to be a Green’s function if G  is symmetric 
on V  x  V,  that is G ( x , y ) =  G (y ,x )  for all x , y  e  V , and G(. ,y)  e  L 2(V)  for all 
y  G V  and satisfies
(3.21) — I G (x , y ) A u (x )  d/i(x) =  u(y)
Jv
for all y  £ V  and all u E V (A ) .
Define
O O  1(3.22) G{x,y) = '‘(x )<Pk(v), x,y £V.
E D *
T h e o rem  3 .1 . The function G defined in (3.22) is a Green’s function on V.
P ro o f. Clearly G  is symmetric on 7  x V.  That G (.,y ) 6 L 2(V)  for all y  E V  
follows immediately from (3.13), (3.12) and the fact that ds <  2, see [28]. Let
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u (x ) =  ^2 o-k<Pk{x) G 22(A). We have from (3.22) and (3.8) that
k ~  1 r °°
-  G {x ,y )A u (x )  dy{x) =  V a j ^ ( y )  =  u{y),
Jv k=i
giving (3.21). It remains to verify that
(3.23) G(o;,2 /)> 0  for x , y £ V .
To see this, we have from (3.11) and (3.16) that for 0 <  t i  <  t 2,
rt2 pt2
0 <  K ( t , x , y )  dt =  ^2(fik(x)(pk(y) e~ kt dt
(3.24) Jti ]~ i  Jti
=  H (t \ ,  3 , y) — H ( t 2, x, y) for all x , y  G V",
where
A  e~Xkt
(3.25) H ( t }x , y )  =  2L , —t— ipk(x)<pk(y), t  >  0 and x , y  G V.
k= l  k
Thus H ( t , x , y ) is non-increasing in t  for all x, y  € V,  and so
(3.26) H ( t , x , y )  >  lim H ( s , x , y ) =  0 for all t  >  0 and s ,j /G  V,
s—>00
show ing that G (x ,y )  >  0 for 3 , y  G V  since H ( t , . , y )  -»  G{. ,y)  in the L 2-norm  as 
t  -> 0 for all y  G V.  ■
Theorem 3.1 is independent of the self-similarity property (3.18) of the measure 
[i. Under the condition (3.18) we can obtain a nice property on the Green’s function.
T h e o rem  3 .2 . Assume that the measure y  satisfies (3.18). Then the Green’s 
function G is uniformly Holder continuous on V  x V ,  that is there exists a constant 
fis >  0 such that
\G{x2 , y 2) -  G fa ijj / i)!  <  Ps( \x2 - x i \ a +  \y2 - y i D ,
for  all Xi,yi 6 7,1 =  1 ,2 , where a  is the same as in (1.13).
Proof. We first show that there is a constant fig >  0 such that
(3.27) Y  4 ^  < for all x eV.
To see this, let H ( t , x , y )  be defined as in (3.25). It follows from (3.24) and (3.20) 
that for t  G (0 ,1),
H (t ,  x , x )  — H ( l , x , x )  — J  K ( t , x , x )  dr
giving that, for some fig >  0,
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00 e~Xkt
(3.28) H ( t , x , x ) =  ^ 2  —t — Tk(x ) ^  A> > f°r ^ (0> 1)
fc=i & 
since, using (3.12) and (3.13),
00 -A k °°
# ( 1, 3 ,®) =  5 ^ ~ ~ ^ I ( a ; )  <  M 2 ^ e _Afc <  oo. 
fc=i fc=i
Letting m  be any integer, we have from (3.28) that for all t  G (0, 1),
E  L — v’t M  ^  A -
te l A,!
We let £ —» 0 to get that
i S  Afc
for all integers m, giving (3.27). Therefore, we see from (3.27) that
00 2 / >
W(C?(s,.), G(a, •)) = E  < A for a11
S ' Afc
Let
«»(*,»)
s i  Afc
For each m > 1 and x  G V,  we have that sm(x , .) is continuous since >  1 is
continuous on V  and so sm( x , .) G #q  0 0 *  Thus, using (1.13), we see that
I*m(x,y2) -  Sm(®,2/l)| <  Cl 13/2 ~  3/l|a W'(sm(3, .), Sm (®, .))
= C i |3 /2 -2 / i rE  
&=1
<  A> Cfiy2 - y f i a ,
for all ®, i/i, 3/2 G F  and all m  > 1. Letting m  -> oo, it follows that for all 3 , 3/1, 3/2 G
|C(3,3/2) -  <7(3 , 3/1) | <  fi8\y2 — y i \a , 
where fi8 — fig G\.  Similarly, for all 37, 31,32 G V,
1 G{x2, y )  -  G (x u y)\ <  fi8 \x2 -  xi \a .
Thus,
IG { x 2, y 2) -  C(3i,3 /i) | <  |(7(3 2 , 3/2) ~  G { x i , y 2)\ +  |G (si,3 /2) -  G { x u y{)\  
< fis{\x2 -  ®iia + 13/2 -  3/1 d
for all 3j, 3/i G 7 ,i  =  l ,  2. H
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R em a rk  3 .3 . Recall that the classical Laplacian A  on a smooth domain Q, € 
IRn, n  >  1 admits a Green’s function Gq(x , y),  where for n — 1 and O — [—1, 1],
[ ^(1 +  » )( !  ~V)> x < y ,
Go (®,y) = < x
and Go(®, y)  behaves like ^log|a; — y | for n  =  2 and like k \x  — y |-71+2,k  >  0 for 
n  >  3, if y  is near to x. It is easy to see that Go is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on 
[—1, 1] x [—1,1] for n =  1 but Go is singular around y  =  x  for n  >  2 . Analogously, in 
our fractal case the Green’s function is uniformly Holder continuous on V  x V,  for 
the fundamental reason is that the spectral dimension ds of the fractal is less than  
2.
3 .3 . W ave p ro p a g a to rs
We need to construct a wave propagator by using the eigenfunctions and eigen­
values of (3.2). To do this, we first introduce Hilbert spaces on V  that will also be
used in studying nonlinear wave equations later on.
D e fin itio n  3 .4 . For 9 >  0, define
{ oo oo
« w  =  L « w  = E ° W < 00
k = l  k—1
with the inner product given by
oo
(u,v)o =  ^ 2 a kbk X f  
k= l
oo oo
for u(x) =  X) al a n d  v(x) =  X) bk<pk(x). The norm ||| .|||^ in Eg(V) is given 
k —1 k= 1
by
( oo \  1/2 oo
X  akXf  I for =  X  ak<pk(x).
k= 1 J  k= 1
P r o p o s it io n  3 .5 . For all 9 >  0 ,Eg(V)  with the norm ||| . |||0 is a Hilbert space. 
Moreover, Eg(V) is dense in Hq(V)  for 9 >  1/2. In particular, E i / 2 (V)  =  Hq(V).
P ro o f. Clearly E i / 2(V) — H^(V).  For 9 =  0, we have that Eq{V) — L 2(V).  
We only consider the case 9 >  0. Clearly Eg(V)  is a normed space for all 9 >  0. 
We show that is complete for all 9 >  0. Suppose that {u k} k>\  is a Cauchy
sequence in Eg(V),  that is(3.31) HIuk — Ti/Hle —> 0, k, l  —> oo.
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We write Uk(x) =  Y  am(frn(x), G 3R. Since Ai >  0, we have that
m = l
sup
m> 1
ak -  a1am um <  supm> 1
26''m \
^ )
oo
Cbk — <2}
< a : 20 E  a™\akm Lbm
m=1
“  A i  2 0 |||u& —  UzHIg —> 0, k , l  OO.
Therefore, for all m  >  1 there exists a number am such that
sup
m> 1 am am
0, k —y oo.
Define u(x ) =  Y  am(Pm(x )- We claim that u G Eg(V).  To see this, note that
m— 1
{u>k}k>i is bounded, in E$(V)  and so
(3.32) 53 ( a™) A™ -  for a11 i  -  1
m=l
for some 0iq independent of j .  Letting k —y oo in (3.32), it follows that
j
5 3  a™Am < 010 for all j  > 1 ,
m=l
implying that
IIMIItf2 “ 53 am^m < 010
7 7 7 = 1
and so u G ^ ( F ) .  In a similar way, we have from (3.31) that
|||iifc -  u \\\q -*  0, k -> oo,
proving that Eg(V ) is complete. It is easy to see that Eo(V ) is a Hilbert space with  
the inner product
(3.33) (u, V^ g — 5  ^®m^ mA
7 7 1 = 1
for u(x) =  £  am(pm (x) and v(x) =  £  bmipm (x) in Eg(V).
7 7 7 = 1 7 7 7 = 1
Let u(x) =  Y  am^7n M  G l?oOO- From (3.6), we have that £  &mAm <  oo.
7 7 7 = 1  7 7 7 = 1
OO
Define Uk(x) =  Y  am(Pm(x ), where
7 7 7 = 1
a t  =
0*Tfi5 TTb ^  A/j
0 , otherwise.
For all k >  1, we have that
HMiii -  5 3  a™A™ < °°»
m= 1
and so uk G Eg(V).  On the other hand,
oo
||“ fc -  u \\2 =  E  a r a A ™  °»  k  GO
m=fc-f1
oo
since the series a^Am is convergent. Therefore, ^ ( F )  is dense in H q (F ) for­
mal
0 >  1 /2  by noting that E 0(V)  C Hq(V)  if 9 >  1/2. ■
Note that for all k >  1, the eigenfunctions (pk G L ^ F ) , # >  0, which means that 
the space Eg(V)  for all 6 >  0 contains an infinite dimensional subspace.
Let {ipk} be the eigenfunctions of (3.2) corresponding to eigenvalues {A*}. Let 
§ k i x ) — (Pk(x )/V^isyx € V,k  >  1. The wave propagator P  : [0,oo) x F  x  V —y ]R 
on F  is given by
(3.34) P(t ,  x, y) =  E  $ k( x ) $ k(y), t >  0 and x , y  G F,
k=i
which plays a central role in studying nonlinear wave equations on F , see Chapter 
5. A slightly different version of wave propagator was addressed in [8]. However, it 
is too weak (not continuous) to be applied in studying nonlinear wave equations on 
fractals. We show that (3.34) is justified by the following proposition.
P r o p o s it io n  3 .6 . Assume that /a satisfies (3.18). Let to >  0 andyo  G V  be fixed. 
Then P ( t o ,x ,yo)  G H q(V),  in particular, P ( t , x , y )  is continuous on [0, oo) x V  x V .  
Moreover,
(3.35) l im J ^ (P (t , . ,y 0) }u(.)) =  «(!/o)
for u  G H q (V),  where (. ,.  ) is the inner product of H q(V).
P ro o f. W ithout confusion, we denote the norm of the space E i / 2(V)  by || 
since £ 1/2 (F ) =  Hq(V).  From (1.22) and (3.5), we have that
(3.36) sup |* * (® ) |< M  ||*fc|| = M ,
and so, using (3.12),
jfcl fc
00< PaM 2 E k~2/d° < 00
k=i
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for all to >  0 , yo € V  since ds <  2 . Thus P ( t o , . t yo) € H q(V)  for all to >  0 and 
yo £ V\  in particular, P( to ,x ,yo )  is continuous on V.  .
Let u  =  Y  ak<Pk €  H q(V),  that is Y  ak A* <  00• We see that
fe=i
v ( t , i / o )  =  (jP(*, - , y o ) , « ( . ) )  =  E afc s i n  ('\ A i b * )  ®k{yo)
k=i
is uniformly convergent on [0, oo) X V  since, using (3.27),
oo
E  ak sm (y /\ ^ t)  $* ( j / o)
fc=l
/  oo \  1/2 /  oo \  1/2
< ( E tti )  ( E > * w 2J  <oo‘
\fc=i
Moreover, we have that
d_
dt v{t,yo) = E  cos f^c(yo)*=i
since this series is also uniformly convergent on [0, oo) x V  for u € H q(V).  Therefore,
d °°
lm d i V^ ' y °  ^ =  5 3  $ fc(j/o) =  ii(yo).
7 1 = 1
CHAPTER 4
N o n -lin ea r e llip tic  eq u a tio n s  011 p .c.f. se lf-sim ilar 
fra c ta ls
Let V  be a p.c f. self-similar fractal in IRn that possesses a regular harmonic 
structure and satisfies the separation condition (1.17), and let Vo be its boundary. 
Let fj, be a regular Borel measure on V  w ith 0 <  [J,(U) <  oo for any non-empty open 
subset U of V.  In this chapter we investigate nonlinear elliptic equations of the form
(4.1) A u +  a(x)u =  f ( x ,u ) ,  x £ V\Vo, 
with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions
(4.2) H ko =  0.
We obtain a number of results on the existence of non-trivial solutions of (4.1),
(4.2). We use the mountain pass theorem and the saddle point theorem to study 
such equations for different classes of a and / .  The Sobolev-type inequality (1.13) 
leads to properties that contrast w ith those for classical domains. It is interesting 
to note that we do not need the growth restriction of f ( x , t ) in t, which is essential 
in the classical existence theory of non-trivial weak solutions to (1.1) for domains 
in IR71” 1,™ >  4, see [1 , 19, 43 , 44]. Also, the condition on f ( x , t )  near t  — 0 is 
considerably weaker than in the classical case, see the condition ( / i )  in Section 4.2. 
The work here is motivated by the classical results and methods of [1, 44], but there 
are considerable differences that are a consequence of the Sobolev-type inequality
(1.13) that holds in this fractal situation. The main results of this chapter appeared 
in [12]. Falconer [11] obtained existence results in the special case where a(x)  =  0 
for more general fractal domains appealing to a Poincare inequality assumption 
proposed by Mosco [39].
4 .1 . V a r ia tio n a l p rin cip le .
We say u £ H q(V)  is a weak solution to (4.1)-(4,2) if
W ( u ,v )  — a(x)u(x)v(x)dfj,(x)
(4.3) v
+  f (x,u(x))v(x)df j, (x)  =  0 for a llu  £ Hq(V) .  
Jv
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Moreover u G -Ho(F) is said to be a strong solution to (4.1)-(4.2) if (4.1) holds for
all points x  G V"\Vo, where A is understood to be the standard Laplacian given in
(1.27).
Let E  be a real Banach space with a norm || ||. Recall that a functional I  :
E  —> IR is Frechet differentiable at u £ E  if there exists a continuous linear map 
I ' (u) : E  -> IR satisfying
lim \I(u +  v ) - I { u ) - I ' ( u ) v \  ^  Q 
IMI~>o \\v\\
The mapping I'(u) is termed the Frechet derivative of I  at u. We say u G E  is a 
critical point  of a functional I  if I'(u)  — 0. A real number c is said to be a critical 
value of I  if the set {u  G E \I ( u ) =  c and I'(u) =  0} is not empty. Let C l (E,  IR) 
denote the set of functionals that are Prechet differentiable with continuous Frechet 
derivatives on E.
We now define I : J3j(V) ^  IR by
(4.4) I(u) =  ^W (w ,u) — ^ f  a{x)u{x)2dji{x) +  f  F(x,  u(x))dp,{x),
2 2 Jv  Jv
where
(4.5) F (x ,u )  =  f  f ( x , t ) d t .
Jo
P r o p o s it io n  4 .1  (var ia tion a l p r in c ip le ) . Suppose that f ( x , t )  G C ( V xIR,IR) 
and f v  |a(x)\dfi(x) <  oo. Then the functional I  given by (4-4) belongs to C^-HqOOjIR)- 
Moreover,
I '(u)v =  W ( u , v )  — a(x)u(x)v(x)d/j,(x)
(4.6) J v
+  f (x,u(x))v(x)d) i, (x) ,  v  € l i o (V ) ,
J v
for  each point u G H q(V).  In particular, u is a weak solution of (4-1)-(4-%) if ctnd 
only if I'(u) =  0 .
P ro o f. For u G H q(V),  let
(4.7) L(u)  =  f  F(x,u(x))dp(x) .
Jv
We must show that
(4.8) L'(u)v — f  f ( x ,u (x )) v (x )d f i ( x ), v G Hq(V),
Jv
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for each u G Hq(V). For u,v G iT ^ P ), by (1.22),
r r /  ru + v  \
L(u + v) — L(u) — J  f(x,u)vdp — j  i j  f(x,t)dt — f(X)U)v)d(j,
[  \ f ( x ,u  +  £v) -  f ( x ,u ) \  \v\dfi 
J v
M\\v\\ f  \ f { x , u  +  £v) -  f (x ,u ) \ dn ,  
Jv'V
where 0 <  £ <  1. Since f { x , t )  is continuous on V  x IR, it follows that
lim
| L{u  +  v) — L(u ) — f v  f ( x , u)vd/j, |
IHKO ! H r
< M  lim [  \ f { x , u  +  £v) -  f(x,u)\d/j,IhiHo Jv 
=  0
and thus L (u ) has the Frechet derivative given by (4.8) at each point u G H q(V).  
From (4.8) and (1.22), it is easy to see that L'{u) is continuous on H q(V)  since 
f ( x , t )  G C ( V  x IR,IR). Similarly, one can easily show that the functional
i  f  a(x)u2d/j, G <71(ffQ(V'),]R)
4 J v
provided that f y  \a(x)\dfi <  oo, and its Frechet derivative is the second term in the 
right side in (4.6), It is clear that the functional \ W { u , u )  G C 1(iJo(F ),]R ) and its 
Frechet derivative is given by W ( u ,v ) .  The last remark follows from (4.3). M
R em a rk  4 .2 . The above argument shows that I  G C'1(i?o (V),IR) provided that 
/  is continuous and a is integrable. No growth conditions are placed on the nonlinear 
function / .
A useful technical assumption - the Palais-Smale condition - repeatedly occurs in 
critical point theory. For I  G C 1^ ,  IR), we say I  satisfies the Palais-Smale condition 
(henceforth denoted by (PS)) if
(P S ) every sequence {u^} C E  for which I{uk) is bounded and I '(u*) -> 0 as 
k —»■ oo possesses a convergent subsequence.
We will see below that in the case of p.c.f. fractals (PS) can be obtained for I  
without recourse to growth conditions of f { x , t )  in t. This is very different from 
classical domains, where |/(a ;,t)| is required to grow slower than |t|5’, 1 <  s <  r±z^ 
if n  >  4 and slower than exp(t2) if n =  2, for domains in IR71-1, so that Sobolev’s 
embedding theorem can be applied. See [1 , 19, 43 , 44].
The following proposition simplifies checking of the condition (PS) given the 
Sobolev-type inequality, compare [43, 44].
Proposition 4.3. Let I  be given by (4-4)' t f  Mie sequence {ti^} is bounded in 
Hq(V) and I'(uk) -» 0, then {w/.} has a convergent subsequence in Hq(V).
Proof. If {wfc} is bounded in Hq(V),  by (1.21) there exist a subsequence, which 
we denote by for the remainder of this proof, and a function u E Cq(V)  such 
that Uk —> u  as n —> oo in C'o(V). From (4.6) and (1.22), it follows that
\\ui -  Uj || =  sup \W{ut -  Uj,v)\
INI<i
=  sup \l'(ui)v — l ' (uj)v  +  a(x)(ui — Uj)vdfi 
IM|<i J v
~  J y ( f M  -  f (x ,Uj) )vd[i \
<  ||/'(tti)|| +  \\l'(uj)\\ 4- M maxju/(a;) -  «j-(a)| [  \a(x)\d^
XEV J y
+  M  [  \ f(x,ui) -  f(x,Uj)\dfj,
J v
—> 0, as l , j  oo, 
since I'(uk) 0 and using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. H
Proposition 1.7 gives rise to regularity of weak solutions to (4.1)-(4.2) for continuous 
functions a(x) and f (x , t ) .
Lemma 4.4 (regularity). Assume that u E Hq(V) is a weak solution to (4-1)- 
(4-2) with a(x) E C'(V') and /(a?,t) E C(V  x IR). Then u is a strong solution to
( l i ) - (W )-
Proof. Since a E C ( V ), /  E C(V  x IR) and u E Hq(V),  the functions a(x)u(x) 
and f (x ,  u(x)) are continuous on V. It follows from (1.23) and (4.3) that
A u =  f (x ,u )  — a(x)u in L2(V)>
so A u is continuous on V, giving that A u =  A su in P\Vo by Proposition 1.7. H
Lemma 4.4, together with the existence theorems for weak solutions of (4.1) and
(4.2), see below, implies that for suitable continuous functions a and /  the solutions 
are also strong solutions.
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4 .2 . Existence theorem s using the mountain pass theorem
We recall the mountain pass theorem, see [1, 44]. Let E  be a real Banach space 
and write B p for the closed ball w ith radius p  in E  and d B p =  {u  E E  : ||ii|| =  p]  
is the boundary of B p.
Proposition 4.5 (mountain pass theorem ). Let E  be a real Banach space
and I  E C 1^ ,  IR) satisfies (PS). Suppose that 1(0) =  0 and
(I ]_) there are positive constants p and a  such that I\dBp >  and
(I2)  there exists (  E E \ B p such that /(£ )  <  0.
Then I  possesses a critical value c >  a,  which can be characterized as
c =  inf max /(u ), 
g e r UEg([0,l]) V '
where
r  = {5 e  C([0,1], E)  : 9(0) = 0 and g( 1) = f }.
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We now impose conditions ( / i )  and ( / 2) on /  and (ai) on a that ensure that
(4.1)-(4.2) has a non-trivial solution. In order to apply Proposition 4.5 to I  given 
by (4.4), we assume that
(f i )  there are positive constants Mo and fi such that
M0
6(Mq) =  max j/(a;,t)| <*6V u v n ~  2(fi +  1)M 2 5
( f2) there are constants v  >  2 and r >  0 such that for \t\ >  r  and all x  E V,
t f ( x , t ) <  i/F(x,t) <  0,
and
(ai) a G -C'1(1P) and either a(x) <  0 for all x G V  or f v  \a(x)\dp(x) <  M ~ 2, 
where M  is the same as in (1.22).
Remarks 4.6.
(<). if
(4.9) lim
f ( x , t )
=  0 uniformly in i G f ,
then ( / i )  is satisfied. However (4.9) does not imply ( / i ) .  For instance, if f ( x , t ) =  
s in t  for \t\ <  4M 2, and Mo =  4M 2 and fi — 1, then (ffi) is satisfied since 6(Mo) =  1, 
but (4.9) is not true. Condition (4.9) is a usual assumption on /  near zero in the 
classical setting for regular domains, see [1, 44].
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(ii).  Integrating the inequality of ( /2) shows that there exist positive constants 
61,62 such that
(m ). Let f ( x , t )  =  — £|£|s 1, s  >  1. Then it is easy to see that f ( x , t )  satisfies
the next theorem. We shall see that such an f ( x , t )  also satisfies the conditions (fo) 
and ( f i )  below.
T h e o rem  4 .7 . If f  € G ( V  xIR) satisfies ( f i )  and ( / 2) and a satisfies (ai),  then
(4.1)-(4.2) possesses a non-trivial weak solution. Moreover, if a is continuous, then 
this solution is also a strong solution.
P ro o f. The proof follows the pattern of the classical case, see [1, 44]. Let 
E  =  H q ( V ) and let I  be defined by (4.4). From Proposition 4.1, I  6 C 1( E , IR); the
We first verify that I  satisfies (Ii). Talcing M q as in ( / 1), we see that (4.5) gives, 
using (1.22),
Therefore, for u € E  with |ju|| — p =  we see that (4.12) and ( f i )  give
(4.10) F ( x , t ) < —bi\t\u +  62, for all x e  V and t G IR.
( / 1) and (ff).  This is the basic example of a function /  satisfying the conditions of
weak solution of (4.1) will be obtained as a critical point of I  using Proposition 4.5. 
By (a i) and (1.22), it follows that
is an equivalent norm to y / W ( u , u ) on H q(V),  a notation we adopt for the remainder 
of the proof. Thus in (4.4)
I(u)  >  i p 2 -  M 0b(M0)
(4.13) > IM M l~  2 M 2 2(/3 +  1 )M 2_ P MS
0  + 1 ' 2M2’
and so (I\)  holds with p =  ^  and o  =  • 7^ 2.
To verify (I2), note that by (4.10),
(4.14)
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for all u e E .  Choosing u €  E  w ith \\u\\ =  1 and setting N \  =  f v  \u\vdp  >  0,
—> —oo,
as s —¥ oo, since v  >  2; thus (I2) holds.
It remains to verify that I  satisfies (PS). Suppose that |I(u m)| <  b and I '(um) -a  
0. We have for sufficiently large m, using (4.12),
a constant independent of ra. Since |   ^ >  0, (4.16) implies that {um} is bounded
in H q(V).  Therefore, by Proposition 4.3, I  satisfies (PS).
Finally, note that 1(0) =  0, so by Proposition 4.5 that there is a critical point u 
with I(u) >  a  >  0. Therefore, u is a non-trivial weak solution of (4.1) by Proposition
4.1. Lemma 4.4 then gives the strong solutions as stated. ■
Note that (1.22) plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 4.7 analogous to 
the Sobolev embedding theorems in the classical case, see [1, 19, 44].
Next we consider (4.1)-(4.2) when a(x)  is non-negative and large (for instance, 
not satisfying (« i)). We now suppose that a (a:) is bounded, that is there is a constant 
pi >  0 such that
(<*2) 0 <  a(x) <  pi.
We shall show that (4.1)-(4.2) has a non-trivial solution if j3 is large in a sense 
involving the least eigenvalue of A  greater than 1.
From Chapter 2, we know that if a(x) >  0 with 0 <  f v  a(x)dp <  00, then the 
eigenvalue problem
(4.15) < ^s2 — biNisu + 62
By ( / 2), the third term in (4.16) is non-negative while the second term is bounded by
(4.16)
(4.17)
A u +  Aa(rr)u =  0, 
u\vQ =  0,
possesses a sequence of eigenvalues {Am} with
0 <  Ai <  A2 <  • ■ ■ <  Am , Am —> 00 as 771 —> 00,
and the corresponding eigenfunctions form an orthogonal basis of the Hilbert
space Hq(V).
Let u £ Hq(V).  We may write u as
00
(4.18) u =  Y^,ak'lPk, a/bGlR, k > l .
k - i
If Ai >  1, we have
W  (u, u)
(4.19)
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and so
W (u ,u )  — J  a(x)u2dp  >  ^1 — W (u ,u ) .
Thus (W (u ,u)  — f v  a(x)u2dp) 1!2 can again be taken as a norm on Hq(V).  Hence if 
/  satisfies ( / 1) and ( / 2) and a(x)  is non-negative and integrable on V,  and Ai >  1, 
one can use Proposition 4.5 to establish the existence result for a weak solution to
(4.1) as in Theorem 4.7. However, if Ai <  1 and (IQ no longer holds, the following 
variant of the mountain pass theorem is needed where a milder version of (Ii)  is 
satisfied.
P r o p o s it io n  4 .8 . Let E  be a real Banach space with E  — E± (BE2, where E\ is 
finite dimensional. Suppose I  £ ^ ( E ^ I R )  satisfies (PS), and
(/[): there are positive constants p and a  such that I\dBpr\E2
( I 3 ) :  there is an C £ 8 B \  n  E 2 and R  >  p such that if Q =  ( B r  fl Ei)  ® 
K i o  <  r  <  i?}, then I \dQ  < 0, where dQ is the boundary of Q relative to 
Ei © span{C}.
Then I  possesses a critical value c >  o  which can be characterized as
c =  inf m ax /(/i(u )),
/iGr  kgq
where
P =  {h £  C ( Q , E )  : h — id on dQ}.
= Y , 4 w » k,i>k)
fc=1
00 ,.
= Y^al^k  ja(x)i>ldp
k=1
> Ai a(x)u2d p , 
J v
P ro o f. See [44]. H
R em a rk  4 .9 . Suppose I \ e x <  0 and there is a £ E  d B \  f l i ?2 and an R  >  p  such 
that I(u)  < 0  for u E  E\  © span{£} and ||u|| >  R. Then for large R,  the set Q as 
defined in (I3) satisfies I \ qq  < 0, see [44].
T h e o rem  4 .1 0 . Let  Ap+i be the smallest eigenvalue of (f-17) that is greater 
than 1. Suppose that a satisfies (02), and f  E C { V  x IR) satisfies (f i ) and ( /2) with
P > V h - I  and
(fs) t f ( x , t ) <  0 for all t  E  IR.
Then ( f .l )-( f. ,2)  possesses a non-trivial weak solution. Moreover, if a is continuous, 
then this solution is also a strong solution.
Proof. Let Ai be the smallest eigenvalue of (4.17). If Ai >  1, Theorem 4.10 
follows from the above remarks before Proposition 4.8. Thus we suppose Ai <  1 in 
what follows. We will show that I  defined by (4.4) satisfies the assumptions of Propo­
sition 4.8. Clearly I  E  C l ( E ,  IR) by Proposition 4.1. Set E \  =  span{-0i,^2> ■ * * , i > p }  
and E 2  =  E ^ .  For u E E 2  we get, as in (4.19),
W {u ,u )  -  J  a(x)u2dp, >  ^1 — ~ —^ W (u ,u ) ,
while by ( / 1)
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L
M 2
F(x,u)dfj,  >  ~ M 0b{M0) >  n,  v „ ,  ^ ^  +  l ) M 2 .
Therefore, for each u E  £2  with y /W {u ,u )  =  ||u|| =  using (4.4) and that 
@ > Ap+i—1 ’
1 (_ 1 A M q m 02
1 { u )  >  n  12 \  Ap+i)  M 2 2{/3 +  l ) M 2
= 1 /  _  ! I \ M 2
2 V Ap+1 fi +  l j  M 2 
> 0.
Hence I  satisfies ( /( ) . To verify (I3), we first show that I \ e x <  0. For u E  E\,  we 
v
may write u — Y  a^ifk {a>k C IH)? and since Ap <  1, 
k- 1
W(u,u)  -  a(x)u2dp =  Y l ( 1 ~ ^kWi^kAk)  < 0,
By ( / 3), F{x, t )  <  0 for all x E V  and t  E  3R, so I \ e x <  0.
Next we assume without loss of generality that ||^-|| =  1 for 1 <  j  <  p  +  1. Let
p+i _____
C =  ifP+1 and u — Y  ak^k G Ei  © span{£} with Y W ( u , u )  — ||u|| =  1. For s E  IR, 
k—l
(4.4) and (4.10) give
I(su) =  ~ s 2|M |2 — ~ s 2 f  a(x)u2dp  +  [  F(x,su)dp  
2 2 J y  J y
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2S
(4.20)
k=l A k
al  +
< i s 2 { 1 —
Ap+i
1
n2p+1
F ( x , su )d p
Jv
- b i s ” [
Jv
p + i
53
k=l
dp  +  b2
A 63s 1' +  62,
where 63 is a positive constant independent of u and s , since |ap+i| <  1 and
p + 1 v
5 3  d/i >  60 >  0X A;=l
p+1
uniformly for (a i ,a 2, -* ‘ >ap+i) £ 3RP+1 w ith X) — 1* Therefore, I(u ) < 0  for
k= l
u G £ i 0  span{£) with ||n|| large enough. Then I  satisfies (I3) by Remark 4.9.
It remains to check that I  satisfies (PS). By Proposition 4.3, it suffices to show 
that if |7(ttfc)| <  b and I ' (uk) —> OthenjiA/-} is bounded in H q(V).  Choose 7  G (A, \ ). 
Then for k large, by {h)-, (4.4), (4.6), (4.10) and (<22)5
b +  7 IKII > I{uk) -  'yl'{uk)uk =  [ -  -  7
> ( 2 - 7
-  -  7)  a(x)u2k dV +  f v  (F (x,uk) -  7 /(®, uk)uk) dp
\  ~  7)  Jy a(x)u2kdp -  (7*/ - I )  f  F{x,uk)dp 
\  ~  7)  Jv  a(x)u2kdp +  6 1(7 1/  -  1 ) j  \uk\v dp -  64 
ukdp
Jv
> ( 3 - 7
~ 7  Pi
(4.21) +  61(71/ — 1) /* \uk\vdp -  64,
Jv
where 64 is a constant independent of k. Using Holder’s and Young’s inequalities, 
we have
2
(4.22)
<  e
\uk\” dp
[  \uk\” dp +  rj{e), 
J v
for all e >  0, where 77(e) is a constant depending only on e and z/, but independent 
of k. Choosing e so small that 61(71/ — 1) >  (5 — 7)^1 e, it follows from (4.21)-(4.22)
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that
6 + 7 IKII > Q ” 7) IM2-^
and thus {u^}  is bounded in H q(V).  The stated result follows from Proposition 4.5, 
Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.4. M
It is interesting to establish the existence of multiple solutions of (4.1)-(4.2). To 
do this, another version of the mountain pass theorem is needed, see [1, 44].
Proposition 4 .1 1 . Let E  be a real Banach and let I  6 C 1(E,  IR) be even (that 
is, I ( —u ) =  I(u) for all u € E),  satisfy (PS), and with 7(0) = 0 .  If  E  =  E \  © E 2, 
where E\  is finite dimensional and I  satisfies
(7{): there are positive constants p and a  such that I\dBpnE2 >  G> an<J 
(J2): for each finite dimensional subspace E  C E, there is an P2 — p2{E) such 
that I  < 0  on E \ B P2.
Then I  possesses an unbounded sequence of critical valuesM
We next assume that /  satisfies in (4.1)-(4.2)
{f4) is °dd in t.
T h e o rem  4 .12 . Suppose that f  e  C ( V  x  IR) satisfies ( f i ) ,  ( / 2) and (fa) and a 
satisfies (o^)- Then ( f . l ) - ( f .2 )  possesses an unbounded sequence of weak solutions 
in Hilbert space H q(V).  If a is continuous, then these solutions are strong solutions.
Proof. W ith E  — Hq(V)  as usual and
I(u) =  ~ W (u ,ii) — i  [  a(x)u2dp ,+  f  F { x , u ) d p ,
2 2 Jy Jv
Proposition 4.1 shows that I(u)  €  C 1(E,  IR), and 7(0) =  0. As in the proof of 
Theorem 4 .1 0 ,1(u) satisfies (PS), and (f^) implies 7 is even. The estimates of (4.20) 
show that 7 satisfies (7^). To verify (7[), let {Vh}i° be a sequence of eigenfunctions 
of (4.17), let Ei =  span{-0i, • • • , “0^} where k is so large that
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For u G E% with \\u\\ =  j^?-, we have
I (v ) >  ^  ( l - 4 )  \\uf +  J ^ F ( x ,u ) d n
> U l - i ) | | <  V Mo
2 \  Xh J " “ 2(,0 +  l)M 2 
1 (. 1 1 \
>
2 V A k + 
P Ml
4 ( p  + 1 ) M 2 ’
giving (I[) where p — and cr =  4(/+ i) ' Thus Proposition 4.11 implies that 
I  possesses an unbounded sequence of critical values Cj =  I ( u j ) ,  where Uj is a weak 
solution of (4.1). Since I ' ( u j )u j  =  0,
W ( u j , U j ) — J  a ( x ) U j d p  4- J  f ( x , U j ) u j d p  =  0 ,
and it follows that
°j  =  J v  ( F (X ,U j  ^ ~  d** 00  ’
as j  -»  oo. Therefore, by (1.21) and (1.22) {uj} is unbounded in H q(V).  As before 
this leads to the solutions specified. ■
Remark 4.13. Note that the above existence theorems for non-trivial solutions 
to (4.1)-(4.2) do not depend on the Euclidean dimension n — 1 of the space IRn-1 
in which the p.c.f. self-similar V  lies. This is very different from the classical case, 
where non-trivial solutions on an open subset of IR71-1 need not exist if n >  4 by 
Pohozaev’s argument [41].
4.3. Existence theorem s using the saddle point theorem
All the existence theorems above assume the condition ( / 2). However, if f(x,  t) 
is constant for large |£|, the condition ( / 2) is violated. But for such a case, (4.1) is 
linear for large \t\ and would be expected to have a non-trivial solution. The saddle 
point theorem copes with this case.
Proposition 4.14 (saddle point theorem ). Let E  — E \ @ E 2 be a real Banach 
space with E \  ^  {0} and finite dimensional. Suppose that I  G C 1(E,JR,) satisfies 
(PS), and
(I4): there is constant a  and a bounded neighborhood fi, of 0 in E \  such that
-flan < and
(Is): there is a constant 7  >  a  such that I \ e 2 >  7 -
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Then I  possesses a critical value c >  7  which can be characterized as
r  =  {h G C ( n , E )  : h ~  id on DO,}.
The proof of Proposition 4.14 is given in [43, 44]. ■
In (4.1)-(4.2) we now assume that /  satisfies
i f5) : /O M ) is bounded in V  x ]R, that is, there is a constant ps such that 
|/(rc ,t)| <  ps for all (x,t)  G V  x IR, and 
(/e): F (x , 0  =  fo —00, as |£| -A 00 uniformly for x  G V,
and a satisfies
(<23) a(&) > 0 and 0 <  Jv a(x)dp, < 00.
T h e o rem  4 .1 5 . Assume that f  G C (V  xIR) satisfies (f$) and (/e) and a satisfies 
(as)- Then (4-l)~(4-%) possesses a non-trivial solution. Moreover, if a is continuous, 
then this solution is also a strong solution.
P ro o f. Let
for all u G E  =  Hq(V) .  Clearly I  G C 1 (f?, IR). It follows from (<23) that (4.17) has a 
sequence of eigenvalues in an increasing order with corresponding normalized
eigenfunctions {ipj }f 3 with W'ljjjW — 1 for all j .  Let p  be the integer such that 
Xp <  1 <  Ap-f-i. We assume the most awkward case when Xp — 1 <  Xp+\.  If there is 
no such integer p,  then the argument may be simplified by omitting the introduction
Let E i  =  sp anj^ i, • • • E 2 =  E ± ,  and so E  =  E i  © E 2. We will show I
satisfies (14), (I5) and (PS) so that Theorem 4.15 follows from Proposition 4.14.
2  Jv Jv
of E°.
00
For u  G E 2, we write u — aj'ipj, and
j - P + i
By ( / b) and (1.22)
p\u\
IF ( x , t ) \ <  \ f {x , t ) \d t  <  Mps\\u\\.
Jo
Therefore, for u G E 2,
/ (« ) >  ( i - T )  WI2 - M p 3|M|.
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„ Xp+i„
Thus I  is bounded below on E 2 and so (1$) holds.
p __
Next if u =  aj i )j  £ ^ l)  then u =  u +  u , where
u° G E° — sp a n {^ | A j  =  1} and u~ G E~  =  span-f^jlAj <  1}.
Thus
(4.23) j<p
By ( h )  and (1.22),
I(u) = f 1 “ J~) + J  F (x ,u° )d p
j<p A 3/ v
+ f  (F(x,u° + u~) — F(x,u0)) dp.  
Jv
(4.24) < M p s \ \ u  ||,f  (F(x,vP + u  ) — F(x ,u0)) dp 
Jv
and thus (4.23) gives
(4.25) I (u ) <  - 66||ti“ ||2 +  [  F(x,u°)dp + M p 3 \\u~\\,
Jv
where b§ >  0, unless E ~  is empty in which case ||u~|| =  0. We claim that
(4.26) F(x, u°)dp —> — oo,
Jv
as ||tt°|| —> oo uniformly for u° G E°.  Indeed, let u° G E°  and write u° =  tip where 
ip G E°  with II^ H =  1. Since ip(x) ^  0 on V,  there exists a subset U  =  U(ij.)) of V  
with p(U)  >  0 such that F(x, t ip ) -> —oo on U  by (/o) as t  —» oo. From (fs) and 
( /e )5 we see that
=  supF (rr,4) <  oo®6V
and so
F(x, t ip )dp  — F(x, t ip)dp  +  F(x, t ip)dp  
v Ju Jv\u
<  f  F(x,  tiff)dp +  Jo 
Ju'U
—> —oo as t  oo.
Note that the set {ip : ip €. E° and ||^ >|| =  1} is compact and the functional 
Jv F ( x , u ) d p  G Cfl(I?,IR), so the claim (4.26) follows immediately. Since ||u ||2 =
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j|u j|2 +  j|w°||2, we have that either ||u || —> oo or ||u°|j —> oo if ||u|| —> oo. In each 
case we have that I (u ) —>• —oo as ||u|| —> oo by (4.25) and (4.26), and thus I  satisfies
( A ) .
Finally, we verify (PS). By Proposition 4.3, we need only show that |/(ufc)| <  b 
and I'{uk) —> 0 implies {uk}  is bounded in H q(V).  We write uk = -fi ujT -fi , 
where € E ° ,u ^  G i£~ and G E 2. We first show } is bounded in H q(V).  
Since I'(uk) —» 0 and G E 2, for k sufficiently large,
K l l  > \l'(uk)u+\
+ + “* .« * ) -  »(&)(«? +«,T + t4 )«;!vi/t
./v
h f (x ,uk)u+dfi 
J v
ll«fc II2 "^ tt(®)(«fc)2^  + J
> 1 Ap+i
by virtue of (/s ) and (1.22), where 67 is a constant independent of A;, and thus { u ^ }  
is bounded in H q(V).  In a similar way, {u )“} is bounded in H q(V).  It remains to 
show that {u^} is also bounded in H q(V).  Observe that
b> |J(ufc)|
=  \ (W (u k >u t ) +  W  (uk ' u k ) ) ~ \ j v  a (®) i ( u k ) 2 +  (u k )2) dV
+  [  (F {x ,u k) -  F(x,u°k) ) d p +  [  F(x,u°k)dp .
J v  J v
Since {u  ^ } is bounded in H q(V),  it follows from (4.24) that there is a positive 
constant bg independent of k such that
I
F ( x , u l ) d p < h ,
and thus by (4.26) and (/e), {u °} is also bounded in -ffo(F). Thus (PS) is satisfied, 
so the results follows from Proposition 4.14, Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 2.16. ■
CHAPTER 5
N o n lin ea r w ave eq u a tio n s  on  
p .c.f. se lf-sim ilar f rac ta ls
Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal in IRn (n >  2) and Vo its boundary. Let 
dim # (F ) =  df  and let p  be the normalized df-dimensional Hausdorff measure of F  
with p>(V) =  1 as before. Assume that the Sobolev-type inequality (1.13) holds on F; 
by Theorem 1.3 this will certainly be the case if F  satisfies the separation condition
(1.17). We further assume that the spectral dimension ds of F  exists and ds <  2; 
this is true if F  is a p.c.f. self-similar fractal with a regular harmonic structure [28]. 
The nonlinear wave equation
Utt =  A  u T  f ( u ), x  G F  and t  >  0
with given initial data and zero boundary conditions is investigated in this chapter. 
We demonstrate the global existence of strong solutions for suitable /  if the initial 
data belong to Eq„i /2(V)  where 9 depends on the spectral dimension. We use the 
wave propagator and Hilbert spaces that we have constructed in Chapter 3. The 
main difficulty in obtaining the global existence of a solution is establishing a priori 
estimates depending on a regularity property for / .  The regularity property of 
solutions is obtained through a fine analysis in which the Sobolev-type inequality 
plays a crucial role. Finally, in the opposite direction, we demonstrate the blow-up 
of strong solutions for certain functions / .
5.1. General Statem ents
We consider the nonlinear wave equation
(5.1) utt =  A u +  / ( « ) ,  t  >  0, x e  F \F 0, 
with given initial data and boundary conditions
«ii=o = H x)> x e y%
(5.2) Ut|t=o =  x € V,
u|vb ~ 0? t > 0,
where A  is the weak Laplacian defined as in (1.23). The initial data (j) and ijj are 
assumed to satisfy the compatibility condition (j)\y0 — ip\vo =  0. We suppose that 
/ (0 )  =  0 and /  6 Cfl(lR) with f  locally Lipschitz continuous. We shall prove that
(5.1), (5.2) possesses a global solution u in H q(V)  for “dissipative” /  if the initial
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data <j) £ Eq(V)  and 'ip £ E g - i / 2{V)  with 9 >  (6 +  ds) j 4. An example of such an /  
is / ( r )  =  — r\r\p — mo r  with m o >  0 and p  >  1. The solution u is shown to have the 
property that utt and Aw exist on V for almost t £ (0, oo); thus (5.1) is interpreted 
as an equality on (F\Vo) for almost t £ (0, oo), see Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we 
shall use the method initiated by Levine [33] to investigate the blow-up of strong 
solutions for /  in a different class of functions, that is the strong solution tends 
to infinity as t -»  T  for a finite time T >  0. An example of such an /  is that 
f ( r )  — r |r |p_1 — m or, where p  >  1 and mo >  0.
The initial-boundary value problem (5.1), (5.2) was extensively investigated on 
bounded Euclidean domains with ‘nice’ boundary, see for example [40, 47]. Our 
approach for the fractal situation here is quite different. It is interesting to note 
that the restriction on the nonlinear function /  is significantly weaker than in the 
non-fractal situation [40, 47],
Let w,w £ C(V). From (1.5) in Chapter 1, we see that, using Minkowski’s 
inequality,
(5.3) Wo{uV,Uv)1/2 <  |M|oolVo(w,w)1/2 +  |M|ooW0(u, U) 1/21
where ||w||oo =  max|w(ad|. By (1.7) we have thatxev
Wm (uv,uv) =  ^  ru Wq((u q o Fb), (u o FL)(w o F p ) ,  m  >  1,
to6Sm
where rw =  rixri2 • • • n m for oj =  i \ i 2 •■-im with ik £ S (1 <  k <  m ). Thus it follows 
from (5.3) that
Wm (uv,uv)  <  Y '  rw { | |w o i ^ |TOWo(w ° Fb, w o ww)1/2 
uesm
+  lb  ° Fu,\\ooWo(u o i^ ) 1/2}2
<  E  { lM lo o ^ o b ° -F L „ « °A ,)1/2 
+  IMIooWbfao-PUtto F p 1/2}  ( r n >  1),
Using Minkowski’s inequality again, it follows that
Wm {u v, uv ) 1/2 <  |  ^  rw ^||w||ooWo(w o Fu , v o F p 1/2 
u>esm
+  IM |«W o(u ^Li)1/2) 2} 1/2
( \ 1/2
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<  N l o o  E  r u W o i v o F ^ v o F u ) ' *
l w e 5 m J
+  I H I o o {  E  r w W b ( f i o F w , « o i ? w ) |  ,
for all m  >  1 and all u ,v  £  C(V) .  Letting m —> oo, we see that W  satisfies
(5.4) W (uv, u v )1!2 <  | | t i | |o o W ( v ,  v ) 1//2 +  H v llc o W '(it, u ) 1/ 2 
for all u,i> £  C'(V). Clearly W  has a strong Markovian property
(5.5) W(h(u) ,h(u) )  < W (it, it) for all i t : V IR,
for all h : IR —> IR satisfying
\h(t2) -  h(*i)l <  |*2 - h i  h , t 2 eWl.
5 .2 . G lo b a l e x is te n c e  o f  so lu tio n s
In this section we show the global existence of solutions to (5.1), (5.2) if the 
spectral dimension ds <  2 and the initial data (f> £ Eg(V)  and 'ip G E 0_ i ,  where 
0 >  (6 +  ds) / 4. We employ the standard contraction principle to obtain the local 
existence of solutions which can be extended globally by using a priori estimates. 
We obtain a priori estimates for certain class of functions / .
Let
* k{x) = W ’
where { p k }  is the sequence of eigenfunctions of (3.2) corresponding to the eigenvalues 
{Afc}. By a global weak solution of (5.1), (5.2) we mean u(t)  =  u (t ,x) G H q(V ) 
satisfying
(5.6) u(t) =  uQ{t) + E  sin (VXk(t -  r ) )  ( / (« (r ) ) ,  § k) dr,
for t >  0 and x  G V, where ( , ) is the inner product of H q(V)  and
°o . nr oo
(5.7) u0{t) =  E  ~ ~ /r  k +  E  ak cos
&=i vAfc fc-i
oo oo
for </>(:r) =  a&#fc(a;) G -Ho(V) an<^  ^ ( x ) “  S  € L 2(V).  Observe that
_ fc=l _ fc=i
uo(t) is the solution of the linear wave equation (5.1), (5.2) with /  =  0, and has nice 
properties. However, the second term on the right-hand side in (5.6) is awkward in 
that the nonlinear function /  takes effect, and so needs more analysis. Note that 
if u ( t )  G Hq(V)  for t  G (0,£), then f ( u ( r ) )  G H q ( V ) for r  G (0,£) by the strong
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Markovian property (5.5), and so ( /(u (r )) , <&&) is defined. This is why we use the 
inner product of Hq(V)  in (5.6) rather than that of Eq(V)  for some 6 >  1/ 2.
5 .2 .1 . L oca l E x is te n c e . In this subsection we establish the local existence of 
a weak solution of (5.1), (5.2), that is there exists a u(t ) E H q ( V ) satisfying (5.6) 
for t  E (0 ,i i) ,  for some t \  >  0.
L em m a  5.1  (local existence). Let ds <  2 and suppose the initial data cp —
oo oo
£  ak$k  E Ho(V) and'ip — £  b k <f>k E L 2(V).  Writing M i  =  ||<£|| +  ||^ ||2 , then there
k= l fc=l
exists t \  >  0 such that (5,1), (5.2) possesses a local weak solution u( t ) E H q ( V ) on 
(0, t \ )  satisfying
(5.8) | |n ( t ) | |< 2 M i, tE (0 ,* i ) .
P ro o f. We use the standard contraction principle approach.
Let E  =  { u(t ) E Hq(V)  : ||w(t)|| <  2M\  fo r t E (0 ,t i ) } ,  where t i  >  0 is to be 
determined below. Then E  is a Banach space under the norm sup |ju(t)||. Define
*6(0,ti)
a mapping T  on E  by
OO ,  pi
(5.9) (Eu){t ) =  « 0(t) +  Jq sin -  t ) )  ( / ( « ( t ) ) ,  $ k) dr.
We show that T  is a contracting mapping from E  to E  for all t  E (0, t i )  for some 
small ti >  0. To see this, let u(t ) E E.  Then ||it(i)|| <  2M i on (0 ,t i) . We see from
(1.22) that
(5.10) ||t*W||oo =  sup |u(t,rc)| <  M  ||u(t)|| <  2M M i,
xev
oo oo
for all (0 ,ti) . Since <f> =  2  ak®k G Hq(V)  and ip =  bk$k  G L 2(V),  we have
k = l k = l
from (5.7) that uo(t) E E i / 2 (V) =  Hq(V)  for all t  >  0, since
n«o(*)ii = 152 (~~LJ^ tbk+ak cos(^)) |
1/2
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Let
OO *r* a  ^
(5.12) z(t) = sin (VXk(t -  r)) (/(w(r)), $ fc) dr.
It follows that, using Holder’s inequality,
°o i / rt
u    ^
(5.13)
Note that
(5.14)
and
(5.15)
IkWII2 = L  ( /  sin (y*k-  t ) )  (f(v(r)), $fc) dr
^tfk(0{f{u{T))^ k)idT)
i(/(w(r ) ) i^ ) i 2 ^ •
O O  1
5 ^ T -W « )i^ ifc )2 =  II0MII2 for g{u) E L 2(F ) ,
ft=i
N|2 < ^ N |  &ra31u G S 1/2( n
where Ai is the first eigenvalue of (3.2). Therefore, setting L =  sup | / ;(r)[, we
\r\< 2M M i
have from (5.13) that,
|*(*)||2 < t  [  \ \ f {u (r ) ) \ \ ld r  
Jo
< t  f  L 2\\u(t)\\1 dr  
Jo
< (2LM1t ) :
Ai
which implies that 
(5.16) \z(t)\\ <  , for all t  E (0 ,ti) .
v Ai
Thus z(t )  E E i / 2(V) =  Hq(V)  for all t  E (0,ti) if u(t) E E.  Therefore, by (5.9) 
{JFu){t) E Hq(V)  for all t  E (0,ti) if u( t ) E
Combining (5.11) and (5.16), we have from (5.9) that for u(t) E E ,
ntF«)wii < kwh + ii*mii
2LM\t\
\/Ai
=  M i +  2 £ ^ 1*1- <  2M i, for all t  6  (0 , h ) ,  
v Ai
if we take t \  >  0 such that 2Lt\  <  V/q. Hence, T  maps E  onto E  for t i  <  V \ i / ( 2 L ) .
On the other hand, we get from (5.9) that for u(t),v(t)  6 E ,
||0F u)(t) -  (^ u)(t)|| <  sup \\u (t ) -  w(t)||
V  A i  r € (0 ,* i )
for all t E (0, ti) in a similar way to the derivation of (5.16). Therefore, 
sup | |(^ u)(t) -  ( ^ ) ( r ) | l  <  sup ||«(r) - « ( r ) | | .
t€(0,*i) VAi re(0,fi)
and so T  is a contraction on E  if we take t \  <  Thus the contraction
principle guarantees the local existence of a weak solution u{ t ) E E  to (5.1), (5.2),
where h  =  with L  =  supjr|<2MMl l / #MI- ■
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5 .2 .2 . R eg u la r ity . In order to extend the local weak solution to t  E (0, oo), 
we require some a priori estimates, which may be obtained by using the regularity 
property of a local weak solution. In this subsection we prove that the local solution  
u  obtained in Subsection 5.2.1 is smooth in t  for certain initial data. For this, we 
use the concept of the derivative of a function in the norm || ||2.
D e fin itio n  5 .2 . We say that u(t)  E H q(V)  is differentiable at point to >  0 in 
the norm || ||2 if there exists an element du ( to ) /d t  E H q ( V ) such that
(5.17) lim
u(tQ +  5) -  u( t0) du . .
 s---------------- d t (to) = 0.2
W ithout ambiguity, we denote the derivative of u(t) at to in the norm || II2 by ^f(to)*
P r o p o s it io n  5 .3 . Assume that u{ t ) E R ^ F )  is uniformly Lipschitz continuous 
in the norm || || on (0 , i i )  for  t i  >  0, that is there exists some M 2 >  0 such that
(5.18) N <  +  <*) ~u{t ) \ \  <  M 2S
for  all small 5 >  0 and t  E (0 ,ii  — S). Then u( t) is differentiable in the norm 
|| ||2 for  almost all t  E (0, i i ) (in the sense of Lebesgue measure), and for almost all 
t  E (0 ,t i) ,
(5-19) =  E Vk G H'0 (V),
k—1
00
where u(t) — ]T) ak{t)Tk with ak(t) — f v  u(t,x)<pk(x) d/a(x), and a'k(t) the usual 
k—l
derivative of ak(t) that exists almost everywhere on (0, i i ) .
P ro o f . Prom (5.18), we see that
00
Y ,  K ( «  +  <5) -  ak( t ) f  Afc =  ||«(t + S ) ~  u(«)||2 < ( M 2S f ,
k—l
which gives
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sup Iak{t +  5) -  ak(t)\ <  sup ( for all t  €  (0, t i ) .
k> 1 k>l VvA k J VAi
Thus for all k >  1, we see that ak(t) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in the 
usual sense on (0 ,i i) ,  and so a'k(t) exists almost everywhere on (0, t\). Let zoCO —
oo
a'k^)Tk f°r those t  £  ( 0 , )  for which a'k(t) exists for all k >  1. It is easy to see
k- 1
from (5.18) that
oo
||*>(t)||2 =  ^ afc( )^2Afc <  for almost all t  £  (0, t i ) , 
k=1
so zo(t) £ H q( V ) for almost all t  £ (0,£i). For fixed to £  (0 ,t i ) for which a'k (to) 
exists for all k, let
Clearly
_ a-.(i0) ) 2 xk.
Y s k ( S ) < 2 M l
fc=1
for all small 5 >  0. Note that 1/A^ 26 is decreasing in k and 1/Ajj. 26 -> 0 as k —> oo, 
provided that 6 <  1/2, so using Dirichlet’s criterion, we see that the series
O O  1
\ 1—20
k=1
is uniformly convergent for small 5 >  0. Therefore, for 0 <  1/2,
2
u{to +  5) -  u( t0) — Zo(to)
oo ^
— ^  s k(S) T'T-20  ® as <5 — 0.
k = 1 k
In particular, taking 6 =  0 gives (5.17) with zq (to) =  (^o) as required for (5.19).
P r o p o s it io n  5 .4 . Let z(t ) be defined by (5.12). Assume that u(t) £ H q( V ) for  
all t  £  (0 ,£ i). Then for  all small 5 >  0 and all t  £ (0, t \  — 5),
(5.20) \\z(t +  5) — z(t)\\ <  M%5 +  M4 f  ||u(r +  £) — u(t)\\ dr,
Jo
where M3, M4 >  0. Suppose further that u( t ) is Lipschitz continuous in || || uniformly 
on (0 ,t i) ,  that is there exists some M5 > 0 such that
(5.21) |u(t  +  5) — u(t ) || <  MsS f o r  all t  £  (0 , t i  — 5),
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and that u ( t ) satisfies
(5.22) lim \\u(t) — f> || =  0, f o r  some (j) E H q (V).
Then exists almost everywhere on (0,£i) with E H q(V),  and
£w  = p i j=-k ™ ( ^ t )
(5.23) s i n ( ' A (;r )  -  r ) ) ^ { t  -  T ) , $ J j  dr,
for  almost all t  E (0,£i).
P ro o f. Since u(t) E H q(V)  for all (0 ,t i) ,  we see from (1.22) that
(5.24) ||« (*)||o o  <  A f  ||u(£)|| <  M M q, for all£ E (0 ,£ i),
where M  is as in (1.22) and Mq >  0. For 6 >  0 and t  E (0, t i  — 5),
z ( t  +  5) — z(t)
°° (f, rt+5 . .
= J ]  fTffi J sin ( ^ r ) (/(“ (* + 5 ~ r ))> $*) dr
k>~ 1 ^
OO -T-
+  X )  / 0 sin ( ^ r )  ( / ( w(* +  6 -  r )) -  /(« (*  -  r ))> $fc) dr
(5.25) = « i(< ) +  4 W -
For t  E (0,£i — 5), setting T i =  sup l/^ r)],
' ' \r\< M M 6
-t+ 5
’ ^  ,P\u(
w 1 ri o . . ■
ll*i(*)ll2 =  I  sin ( ^ r )  ( /M *  +  5 ~  r ))> dr
00 i /«t+5
^ S Y l j k j t ( f ( u (t  +  s  ~ T) ) ^ k )2 dr
rt+6
~ S Jt  ^ ^  +  5 “ T))ll2 dT'<t
where we have used (5.14). Thus, using (5.24) and (5.15),
(5.26) ||*f(i)|| t 6 ( 0 , i i - 5 ) .
Similarly,
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where s \  satisfies
OO |
(5.27) s? =  E r < o o .
using (3.12) and the fact that ds <  2. By (5.4) and (5.24), we see that
|| f (u ( t  +  5 -  r)) -  f (u ( t  -  r))||
=  +  6 — t ) — u(t  — r))||
< l l / V o ) | | o o  IK* + 8 - r ) - u ( t -  t)||
+ |ju(i + 5 -  t) -  u{t  -  t)||oo| | / 'K o)||
< (Li + M  H/'MII) II u{t + 5 - t )  - u ( t -  r)||
< M7 ||u(i + 5 — t)  — u{t -  r) ||,
for some wq  E Hq{V)  with ||^o||oo <  MM&,  and some M 7 >  0. Thus, for some
which combines with (5.26) to give (5.20). If u(t) also satisfies (5.21), then z(t) is 
Lipschitz continuous in the norm || || uniformly on (0 ,^i), by virtue of (5.20), and 
so dz(t)/dt exists in the norm || ||2 almost everywhere on (0, t i ) by Proposition 5.3,
It remains to verify (5.23). We have from (5.22) that
M8 > 0,
(5.28)
i- >0 0 i S  v V
—p=— sini
in the norm || ||. Let
z2(t) =  Jo sin -  r)) -  r ), dr.
Setting
it follows that
JS(f \  2 00 1 r r t  I 2
—r z 2{t) = Y 2 y ~  sin(\/A kT ) ( g { t - r ) , ^ k) dr
S t J xk Jo  .
00 1 f r l
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Note that for some 62 € (0,1) and Mq >  0,
I l s W l b  =
< ||/'(«M + + 5) -  U(t))) -  f{u{ t ) ) \ \2
+ \ \ n u m b du^
u{t  +  J) — u( t )
<  Mg  ^ ||u(i +  8) -  lt(t)|| +
dt
u(t  +  £) — u(t) du ( t )
6 dt
where we have used (5.15). Hence, it follows from (5.29) that
4 ( t ) z 2(t) — 0 as S —^ 0.
Therefore, we obtain (5.23) by virtue of (5.25) and (5.28). H
We show next that our local solution is smooth in t  for all x  G V  if the initial 
data 4> G Eo(V ) and if) G E e_ 1/ 2{ V ) with 9 depending on the spectral dimension ds . 
In what follows, we denote by d2u ( t ) / d 2t  the second derivative of u in t  in the norm  
|| H2, that is
lim<S->0
du(t+5) du(t)
dt dt
5
— d2u{t) / d 2t =  0 .
L em m a  5.5 (regularity). Let ds <  2 and the initial data 0 G Eq(V) and if) G 
E q -  1/20 0 » where 9 >  (6 +  ds) / 4. Let u(t) G ^ o ( ^ )  satisfy (5.6) with ||u(t)|| <  M10 
on (0 ,t i)  for some M 10 >  0 and some t \  >  0. Then u( t ) has a second derivative 
d 2u ( t ) / d 2t  in the norm || H2 for almost all t  G (0, t i ) . Moreover,
(5.30)
for almost all t  G (0, t i ) .
A u =  - / ( « ( * ) )  +
Proof. We first show that € Hq(V) for almost all t G (0,t\). Since
00 oo
— Y  bk*&k{x ) £ E q_ 1/ 2(V), we have that Y  b2\ 2k 2 <  00. It follows from (3.13) 
k- 1 k= 1
and (3.12) that
ud2
d 2t
V x k sin ( v T t t )  i>*$J <  M - / \ k\bk\
s' a/f I Ik. |2 \ 20—2 , \- - (2 0 -3 ) \
and so Y  V \ k sm  :t j  bk<St>k is uniformly convergent on (0 ,£ i) x  V  since 2(20 — 
3) / d s >  1. Similarly, we have that Y  A& cos (^/Xkt j  ak<&k is uniformly convergent
oo
on (0 ,t i)  x V  since <f> =  Y  ak®k £ Ee(V)  and 6 >  (6 +  ds)/4 . Therefore, we see
k—l
from (5.7) that d2u o /d 2t  exists on (0,£i) x V,  and
rj2 00 00
(5.31) =  ~ Y 1  sin bk$ k -  Afc cos (VXktj ak$k-
fc=i fc^ i
Here the derivative in (5.31) may be understood as the usual partial derivative 
under the Euclidean metric since they both coincide at this stage.
We claim that u(t ) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in the norm |j || on (0 , t i ) .  
To see this, let 5 >  0. It follows from (5.6) and Proposition 5.4 that for some 
M n ,M i2 > 0 ,
||u(f 4- 8) -  u(t)|| = \\uo(t + 5) -  uq(£) +  z ( t  +  S) -  z(t)\\
(5.32) <  M n 5  +  M \2 [  j|u(r -f 5) — w(r)|| dr
Jo
for all t  € (0, t \  — <5), which yields that, using Gronwall’s inequality,
(5.33) ||u(t  +  5) — u(t)  || <  M \ \8  exp(M i2£) <  Mi$5, t  G (0,£i — 5),
where M 13 =  M n  ex.p(Mi2t i) .  This implies that d u ( t ) j d t  exists in the norm || H2 
for almost all t  G (0,£ i) by Proposition 5.3, and Jj§-f(£)|| <  M 13 on (0, t i ) .  Thus 
(£) G Hq(V)  f°r almost t  £ (0>H)- Therefore, by (5.6) and Proposition 5.4, for 
almost all t  G (0,£i),
S - t *I !««'»•)
+  JQ s in ( ^ r )  ( j ' ( u ( t - T ) )  ^ ( £ - t ) , $ ^  dr
(5.34) = v o ( t )  + w ( t ) .
We show next that d 2u ( t ) / d 2t  exists in the norm || H2 almost everywhere on (0 ,t i) .  
It is easy to see that for S >  0,
(5.35) \\v q (t +  5) — vo(t)\\ <  M 12S for all t  G (0 ,00),
where M \ 2 >  0. Note that for g : IR —> IR,
00 1 pt pt
(5.36) \ {g(u{r) ) , $ k )\2 d r  =  ||y (« (r )) ||| dr.
Let v(t)  =  d u / d t  and
CfcW =  [  s i n ( \ / A & r -  r ) ) v ( t  -  r ) , $ fc) dr, t  G (0 ,£ i).
Jo
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For 8 >  0, we have that for some Mis,  M u ,  Mis  >  0, using Holder’s inequality and 
(a +  b)2 <  2(a2 +  b2) , a ,b  G IR,
OO -
t i Xk
i c rt+fi
< Xj Jt + 5 -r))v(t + S -r),$k)\ dr
+ J  K/'M* + 5 ~ T))vit + 8 — r) — -  r))v(t - r), $fc)| dr J
< M1382
00 1 rt f
+  4 £ j ] —  [ \ { [ f ' { u { t  +  8 - r ) )  -  f ' { u ( t - r ) ) ] v ( t  +  S - r ) , $ k ) |2
&=i
+ I - r))[v(t + 8 - r) - v(t - r)], ^ )|2} dr 
=  M 1362 +  4 i f { ||[ / '(u ( t  +  6 -r))  -  -  t) )M *  +  5 -  r ) ||!
+ ll/'(«(* - r))[v(t + S-T)-v(t- i-)]|||} dr
< Mu82 + M15 [  ||w(£ + <5 — r) — -y(£ — r)I!2 dr
J o
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for all t  G (0 ,ti — 8), since u(£),u(£) G I?q (F ) for almost all t  G (0 ,£ i). Here we have 
used (5.36) repeatedly with g replaced by appropriate functions. Therefore,
OO 1
IK * +  5) -  w(t) II2 =  ] T  T  +  ~ Cfc^ ))2
fc=l
(5.37) < M u 82 + M15 f  ||u(£ + 5 — r) — (^£ — 7~)||| d r
Jo "
for all t G (0 ,ti — 8). Using the fact that
||v(* +  8 -  r) -  v{t -  r)||i < ^Hl«(* + <* -  r) -  v(t -  r)||2, 
it follows from (5.34), (5.35) and (5.37) that for some M \ q, M h  >  0,
\ \v( t  8 — r )  — v ( t  — r ) | | 2 <  M iq82 +  M n  f  ||?;(t +  8 — r )  — v ( t
Jo
- r W d r .
Using Gronwall’s inequality again, we obtain that for some M\% >  0,
(5.38) ||u(i +  8) -  v(£)|| <  M 1S8, t  e  (0,U -  8),
and so d v / d t  =  d 2u / d 2t  exists in the norm || ||2 for almost all t  G (0 ,U ), again by 
Proposition 5.3.
It remains to prove (5.30). We see from (5.12) that 
r)y f t  / \
~Qt = E  JQ cos ( ^ r) ~ r))i®k) dr.
Since d z / d t  is uniformly Lipschitz on (0, t i )  in the norm || ||, we may interchange 
summation and differentiation, so
d2z  °° * rt
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d2t k—l
and thus, integrating by parts,
t i 2- ?  00 /  \
= ^ c o s ( V A ftt)
L ,  fl’fc % ja cos(VAj;t) (/(«(*-r)), «*)*■,
on k= 1
oo rt
+ E  J cos ( ^ r) ~r))»
/c~l
oo
=  E « ( ^ )
fc=l
OO 7
E ^ fc y0 cos(Va&t) — (/(«(*-r)),$fc) dr
fc=i 
oo
= E
fc=l
OO pi
“  E ^ fc V^Afcsin (v 'X fc r )  ( / ( « ( *  -  t ) ) ,  $ fc) d r
j 1 «ofc=i
OOoo /,£
(5.39) =  /(« (* )) -  ^  VAa-S* sin (%/%(* -  r ) )  ( / (u (r ) ) ,  $ fc) dr.
k = l 1/0
It follows that the second term on the right-hand side of (5.39) belongs to -ffo(F) 
since d 2z / d 2t, f ( u( t ) )  £ Hq(V)  on (0,^i)- On the other hand, it follows from (3 .8) 
and (5.12) that for t  £  (0,£i),
A z(t )  =  -  E  [  sin ( y ^ k ( t  ~  t ))  (/(m (t)) , $*.) dr,
ft=i ^
which combines with (5.39) to give 
Clearly,
d 2 z
~rpj. =  f(.u (d)) +  A z(i), f°r almost all t £ (0, t \) .
=  Auo(t), t >  0 .
Therefore,
$2U <922T 5 2U0 , ,  ,  a  / . n
W  a2^  + " W  ~  + Au )^>
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proving (5.30). H
5 .2 .3 . G lo b a l so lu tio n s . In this subsection we first obtain a priori estimates 
on the local solution of (5.6) if /  satisfies a growth condition. Then the global 
existence of a solution of (5.1) and (5.2) immediately follows.
L em m a  5.6  (a priori estim ates). Assume that f  E (72(]R) satisfies
(5.40) F(r )  <  bo(l -4- |r |2) f o r  all r £  IR
for  some bo, where F(r)  =  /J  f ( s )  ds. L e t T  >  0 and u( t ) E H q( V ) satisfy (5.6) for  
t  E (0 ,T ) with the initial data fi E E q( V ) and f i  E E q_ i / 2(V ), where 9 >  (6 +  ds)/4 .  
Then
(5.41) sup ||u(t)|| < M i9
i€(0,T)
for some M\g depending only on T , M \  and bo, where M \  is as in Lemma 5.1.
P ro o f. Since u{t) E H q ( V )  for t  E (0 ,T ), we may write
oo
=  * € ( 0 ,T ) ,
k—l
where ak(t) =  f v u(t ,x)(pk{x) dp(x) .  By Lemma 5.5 we see that and —gfp' 
exist almost everywhere on (0,T ), and
du(t)
fc=l
OO
dt
k=1
for almost all t  E (0 ,T ). Thus, setting Ut =  and Utt — d~grp- ,
p oo
ut (t,x) uu {t,x) dp(x) -  Y ]  a'k(t)a'l(t)
J v  k= i
almost everywhere on (0, T ), where the interchanging differentiation and summa-
oo
tion is valid since the series a'k( )^ak^) 1S uniformly convergent on (0,T ) , using
t k—l
Dirichlet’s criterion. Similarly, we have that
/ ,
oo
ut { t ,x)  A u{ t ,x )  dfi(x) =  ~ ^ a fc(t)4 (i)Afe
fc=l
"2
almost everywhere on (0, T). Therefore, multiplying (5.1) by ut and integrating over 
(0 , t ) x V, we have that
M t) = 1 (IM*)lll + ll«WII2) - J
=  \  (W ill +  M l2) -  Jv  F W W ) dn(x)  =  A (0), t  € (0 ,T ), 
and so, using (5.40),
(5.42) i  (ll«tW ill +  llwWII2) <  ^ ( 0) +  b0 +  b0 \u( t ,x )\2 dfj,(x).
Let I(t )  =   ^ f v u2( t ,x) d/j,(x). It follows from (5.42) that
I'W  =  [  u ( t ,x ) u t ( t ,x)  dp(x)  <  ||u(t)jj2 IK W Ib  
J v
< l |K « ) l l2  +  l | K « l l l
< A(0) + bo + (2  +  ll«(0 111
=  A (0) +  b0 +  (1 +  2b0) m ,
which means that I( t)  <  M 2o for some M2o >  0 depending only on T, M i  and &o> 
giving
(5.43) ||«(i)|| <  M2i 
by virtue of (5.42). ■
Finally, we arrive at the global existence of the solution to (5.1), (5.2).
T h e o rem  5.T (global existence). Let ds <  2 and the initial data <p G Eq(V)  
and ip G ify -i/aO O , where 6 >  (6 +  ds)/4 . Then (5.1), (5.2) possesses a global weak 
solution if f  satisfies
F(r) <  &o(l +  |r |2) f o r  all r  G IR,
for some bo, where F(r)  =  J0? f ( s ) d s .  Such a weak solution u( t ) is also a strong 
solution in the sense that u ( t ) satisfies (5.1) pointwise for almost all t  G (0, oo).
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 5.1, 5.5, 5.6. ■
As an example, let f ( r )  — — r\r\p — mor  with mo >  0 and p  >  2. Then f ( r )  
satisfies (5.40). Another interesting example satisfying the condition (5.40) is f ( r )  =  
sin r — mo r, mo >  0 .
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5.3. NON-EXISTENCE OF GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
5.3. N on -ex isten ce  o f global solu tions
61
In this section we investigate the blow-up of strong solutions to (5.1), (5.2) for 
a certain class of functions / .  We say that u blows up if there is T  >  0 such that
(5.44) lim |u(t,a;)| =  oo for some cc e  V.
We use the method initiated by Levine [33] in our fractal situation.
Define the energy A(t) of the strong solution u to (5.1), (5.2) at time t by
(5.45) A(t) = i  ( M O I I i  +  | | « ( * ) | | 2 )  -  j ^ F (u { t ,x ) )  dp{x), t >  0,
where F(r) =  f (s )  ds. The basic fact about nonlinear wave equations is the 
conservation of energy, that is
(5.46) A(t) =  A(0), for a l l t > 0.
This is easily seen by multiplying (5.1) by ut and then integrating on (0, t) x V.
T heorem  5.8  (blow-up). Assume that the initial data (p and ip satisfies A(0) <  
0, and that f  satisfies
(5.47) r f ( r ) > ( 2  +  e)F(r)  for all r  G IR
for some e >  0. Then there exists T  >  0 such that a strong solution u to (5.1), (5.2) 
on (0 ,T ) x V satisfies (5.44)-
P roof. The proof given here is motivated by [33], Let
G(t) “  X [  u( t ,x )2 dp(x)  +  1 +  so(t +  7 )2, t  >  0,
4 J y
where so >  0 and 7  are constants to be determined below. We calculate that for 
t  >  0 ,
G(i) G"(t) -  (s2 +  l)(G'(t ))2
=  2 Q | | « 0O ||2 +  l  +  s o ( t  +  7 ) 2^  Q l lu t O O I l l  +  ^ J v u { t ,x )u t t { t ,x )  d(i{x)  +  s Q
-  4 ( s 2 +  1) Q  u ( t , x)u t (t, x) dfi(x) + s 0(t +  7 )^
= 4 ( s 2 + 1 ) I  Q n « ( t ) i i ? + - o ( * + 7 ) 2)  Q i k w i i i + « o ^
-  f ^ u ( t , x ) u t ( t ,x )  dp,{x) + s0{t +  7)^ |  + 4( s 2 +  1) Q lM O I l i  +  so
(5 .48 )  + 2G { t ) ( ^  J ^ u { t , x ) u u { t ,x )  dp{x) -  (2s 2 +  1 ) Q | M O ||2 +  s 0
Note that the first term on the right-hand side of (5.48) is non-negative since, using 
Holder’s and Cauchy’s inequalities,
Q  J  u(t, x)iit(i, x) dfi{x) +  Soft + 7))
<  Q l l « W l l 2  l k W l l 2  +  3 0 ( t  +  7 ) )
<  ( ^ l l u W l l l  +  s o{t +  t ) 2)  ( f | M * ) l l l  +  « o ) .
M ultiplying (5.1) by u and integrating over V, we have that for t  >  0,
u(t, x) utt( t ,x)  dfi(x) = -||u(0H 2 + u ( t , x ) f ( u ( t , x )) dfj,(x),
Jv Jv
and so, using (5.45) and (5.46),
\  Jv u ( ^ x ) dfj,(x) -  (2s2 +  1) Q |M * ) B  +  «o)
=  - ^ I K O I I 2 +  \ J ^ u ( t , x ) f { u ( t , x ) )  dp(x) -  ^ s 2 +  0  | K W i l l  -  (2s2 +  l ) s 0
= ~ (2s2 + 1)(A(0) + so) + s2||w(0 l|2
+  x [  {u { t ,x ) f {u ( t ,x ) )  -  2(2s2 +  1 )F(u( t ,x) ) )  dp(x) >  0 
2 Jv
if we choose so =  —A(0) >  0 and s2 =  e /4  by virtue of (5.47). Therefore, we have 
from (5.48) that for t  >  0,
G (t ) G”(t) — (s2 +  1)(G ;(£))2 >  0,
and so, setting Q(t) =  G(t)~S2,
Q"(t) =  - s 2G (i) - (s2+2) (G(t) G"(t) -  (s2 +  l)(G '(t))2) <  0.
Hence,
Q(t) <  Q{0) +  Q'(0)t, t  >  0,
that is
G (t )~ S2 <  G{0 )"S2 (1 -  s2G '(0)t/G (0)) .
Note that G;(0) =  f v  (/)(x)ip(x) dp{x)  +  2so7 >  0 if we take
7  >  ~ 2^  j  4>{x)i>(v) dfi{x).
Thus there exists T  >  0 satisfying
4G(0)
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T <
eG'(0) ’
such that lim G(t)  =  oo, proving (5.44).
t ->T~
An example for which (5.47) holds is f ( r )  =  r |r |p 1 — mo r ,p  >  2 and mo >  0.
CHAPTER 6
N o n lin e a r d iffusion  eq u a tio n s  on 
p .c.f. se lf-sim ilar fra c ta ls
Let V  be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal that has a harmonic structure and satisfies 
the separation condition (1.17), with the boundary Vo- Let y, be a Borel measure 
on V  normalized so that y ( V )  — 1. In particular the Sobolev-type inequality (1.13) 
holds on V. In this chapter we investigate the nonlinear diffusion equations
du
(6.1) —  =  A u  T  /( it ) ,  t  >  0, x  6 V \ V q, 
with given initial data and zero boundary conditions
it|t=o =  uq ( x )  , X € V,
(6.2) u\v0 = 0, t  >  0,
where A  is the weak Laplacian defined by (1.23). The function /  : IR —> IR is 
assumed to be locally Lipschitz continuous. We suppose that the initial data ito lies 
in Co(R), the space of all continuous functions on V  vanishing on Vo- We show that
(6 .1) and (6.2) possess a ‘global’ solution for suitable /  and small initial data by 
employing the iteration scheme and a maximum principle, that is (6.1)-(6.2) has a 
solution for all t  >  0. The main result in this chapter appeared in [21].
6 .1 . T h e  m a x im u m  p rin c ip le
In this section we establish a maximum principle on V.
Define the family of mappings {Pt  : t  >  0} on L 2(V)  by
(6.3) Ptu(x ) =  K ( t , x , y ) u ( y )  d y ( y ), t  >  0 and x £  V
J v
for u £ L 2( V ), see (3.10), where K  is as in (3.11):
oo
K { t , x , y )  =  Y 2 e~Xkt(Pk{x)Vk{y)i t  >  0 and x, y  £ V. 
k=1
Clearly each Pt is linear and symmetric, and satisfies the semigroup property
PtPs =  P t+S, i , s >  0.
Moreover, we have
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P r o p o s it io n  6 .1 . Each Pt(t  >  0) is a contraction on L 2 {V),  that is
(6.4) ||J=i«||2 < Mia. u & L 2{V).
Moreover, for  u £  Co(P),
(6.5) lim||PfU — uHoo =  lim sup \Ptu(x) — u(a;)| =  0.
Lj.0 tj-O x£V
P ro o f. Let {y>k}k>l be the complete orthonormal basis of L 2(V),  see Chapter 
3. Let u £ L 2(V).  By Parseval’s relation,
oo
Ml! =
k=1
where ak =  f v  f(x)(pk(x) dy(x).  It follows from (6.3) that for t  >  0,
oo
IK K l! =  ^ O fe e xp ( - 2Aifct) 
k=1 
oo
< Y ,a t  = M il,
k=l
giving (6.4).
oo
For it =  X) akcpk £  i?o00> 
k=i
||Ptu — u \\2 = W  (Ptu — u, Ptu — Ii)
( oo
= 4 (exp(-A^) -  l)2Xk -* 0 as 1 1  0,
k- 1
since the series
oo oo
^ 4 ( e x p ( - A fct) -  l)2Xk < 4 ^ a |A )fc  =  4 W {u ,u )  < oo 
/c=1 k=1
is uniformly convergent in £ >  0, giving (6.5) for u £ H q(V),  by virtue of (1.22). 
For u £ Cq(V), there is a sequence of { u j }  £ H q(V) such that
IIUj -  it||oo ->-0, j  -*  oo.
Thus
lim ||Ptit -  u||oo <  lim ( ||Ptu -  PtuJoot—>0 0 \
yj  T  llPtUj — lijlloo +  IK  — u ||oo^
<  J im  ( 2 | K  -  it||oo  +  IIPtUj -  U j  ||oo)
“  21|Uj — ulloo,
since
||PtW — Pt^j'lloo ^  I K  — 1 oo •
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Note that the left-hand side in (6.7) is independent of j .  We let j  —► oo to get (6.5) 
for u G 0 , 0 0 .  m
Let A  be the weak Laplacian given by (1.23). It is easy to see that
(6 .8) A u  =  \ im h ~ 1{Pflu — u),
h.J.0
where the limit is taken in the L2-norm, recall (3.9). Thus (6.8) gives an alternative 
definition of the weak Laplacian on V,  provided that the heat kernel K  is known. 
Clearly
(6.9) A <fk(x) =  - A k<Pk{x) pointwise inVr\Vb, k >  1,
Prom (6.3) and (3.11), it is easily seen that Pt is self-adjoint, that is for u ,v  G 
L*(V)
Ptu(x)v (x ) dfj,(x) =  Ptv(x)u(x) dfi{x)
Jv Jv
and so
A u(x)v(x)  d/j,(x) =  lim /i-1 (P^u — u)v{x) dy,(x)
Jv  H° Jv
=  lim h -1 u(x)(P/lv — v ) d/i{x) 
hi 0 Jv
=  Av(x)u(x)  dfj,(x).
Jv
Therefore, for u, v G L 2(V)  and A u : A v  G L 2(V)  we get the Gauss-Green formula
(6.10) A u(x)v(x) d/j,(x) =  Av(x)u(x)  d/j,(x).
Jv  Jv
Proposition 6.2. Let K  be as in (3.11). Then for al lx  G V  and to >  0, yo G V,
Qjf(to,x,yo) exists and
dJK.
(6.11) -Qj-{to,x ,y0) =  A K ( t 0, x , y 0).
oo
Proof. Let to >  0- Note that the series ^  exp(—\kto)Vk{x )<Pk{yo) is uni-
k=l
formly convergent for all x, yo G V.  Thus Qff(to,x,yo)  exists and
(6.3.2) ^ ( t o ^ y o )  =  ><kexp(-hto)<Pk{x)Vk{yo)
k = 1
for all x  G V  and to >  0, yo G V.  On the other hand, we see that for fixed to,yo> 
using (3.11) and (6.9),
oo
A K ( t o , x , y 0) =  - ^ A fcexp(-Aj.t0)wb(®)wfe(yo) 
k=1
giving (6.11). IS
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We state the maximum principle on V.
P r o p o s it io n  6 .3 . Let T  >  0. Assume that v ( t ,.)  £ T>{A) on (0,T ], and vft^x) 
is continuous on [0, T] x V  and satisfies
Au — 5\v — <  0, t  £  (0,T], x £ V^Vo,
(6-13) v \t=o =  > 0 ,  x e V ,
u|k0 =  0 , t  >  0,
where <5i >  0. Then
(6.14) v(t,  x) >  0 for (t, x) G (0,T] x V,
provided that A v( t , x )  is continuous on (0,T] x V.
P ro o f. Suppose (to , X o )  G (0,T] x V  is such that u(io,£o) <  0. Since v ( t , x )  is 
continuous on [0,T] x V and uo(a;) >  0, there must exist (ti, £Ci) G (0,T] x V  such 
that v reaches its negative minimum at ( t i ,# i ) .  Note that j f i { t i :x i )  <  0. We claim  
that
(6.15) A u (t i ,# i)  >  0.
To see this, note that for h >  0,
d_
dh uu j y
^  f*
P h v { ty x i) =  —  K ( h , x u y)v ( tu y)  dp{y) 
f* ^
=  Jy  Q^K{h1x i i y )v { tu y)  dp{y)
=  A K ( h ,x i , y ) v ( t u y) d(i{y) 
J v
=  K(h ,x i , i j )A v ( t i , y )  d/j,(y). 
J v
Integrating on (0, h) and then using (6.5), it follows that for h >  0,
(6.16) P h v ( h , x i )  -  v ( t u xi)  — [  dr  [  K ( T , x u y ) A v ( t ! , y )  d(j,(y).
. Jo J v
Observe that for all h >  0, using (3.16) and (3.17),
Phv ( t u x i )  >  v ( t u x i )  K ( h , x u y ) dp{y) >  u ( * i , a ? i ) ,
J v
since { t i , x i )  is the minimum point of v.  Therefore, by (6.16),
L  dr fvK(r'Xl'y)Av(tl'y) d -  °»
for all small h >  0. Letting h —> 0 and then using the continuity of Au, we get
(6.15). Therefore,
dv
0 <  A v ( t i , x i )  -  - ^ { t u x i )  <  5 i v ( t i , x i )  <  0.
But this is a contradiction, proving (6.14). ■
Kigami [23] obtained a maximum principle with £1 =  0 in (6.13).
C oro lla ry  6 .4 . L e t T  >  0. Let w(t>.) £  'P(A) be continuous on [0,T] x V  and 
satisfy
A w  — S2W — > 0, t  >  0, x £ K\K0,
\
(6*17) w\t-o =  w q ( x )  < 0 ,  x £ V,
Hvb — 0, t > 0,
where 62 >  0. Then
(6.18) w(£, a;) <  0 for (t ,x)  £ (0,T] x V
provided that A w  is continuous on (0,T] x V.
P ro o f. Let v( t , x )  =  —w ( t ,x )  and (6.17) follows immediately from Proposition
6.3. ■  ‘
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6 .2 . E x is te n c e  o f  so lu tio n s
We establish the existence of solutions to (6.1), (6.2) for suitable /  and small 
initial data by using the iteration scheme and the maximum principle. To do this, 
we first investigate the linear problem
3u
—  =  Ati, t >  0 , x £ V \ V 0,
tt|t=o =  X £  V,
(6.19) u\Vo = 0 ,  t  >  0.
Clearly (6.19) has a unique solution
(6.20) u(t ,x )  =  f  K(t,x,y)(f>(y) dp(y)
J v
for <$> £ L 2{V).
P r o p o s it io n  6 .5 . Let u be the solution of the linear problem (6.19). If the 
initial data (f) £  Cx)(P), then u(t, x) is continuous on [0, 00) x V .
P ro o f. Since u  is the solution of (6.19), we see that
u ( t , x ) =  K(t>x,y)f ) (y)  d(j,{y)
J v(6.21) 00
=  exp(—Akt)Vk{x), t >  0 and x £  V,
k=i
where =  f v  tfk(y)^>(y) dji{y). It is easily seen that u(t, x) is continuous on 
(0, oo) x V  since
oo
ak e x p ( - \ kt)<pk(x)
k=l
is uniformly convergent for all x £ V  and t  >  rj >  0. It remains to prove that u(t, x) 
is continuous at {0} x  V . But this follows from (6.5). ■
Corollary 6.6. Let v be the solution of the linear diffusion equation
dv
—  +  =  A v + h(t,x) t  > 0, x € V\Fo,
u|t=o =  ?>o(a0, x e  V,
v|y0 =  0, t >  0,
where £3 is a constant and h( t ,x ) is continuous on [0,00) x V. Then the solution v 
is continuous on [0,00) X V if the initial data vq 6 Co(V).
Proof. Let w(t ,x)  =  v(t, x) e x p ^ i ) .  Then w satisfies 
dll)
—  — A w  +  exp(5st)h(t,x)) t  > 0,x £ V\V q,
^lt=o =  «o(®)i x e v ,  
w\v0 = 0, t > 0.
Therefore,
(6.22) w(t ,x)  — u(t,x)  +  f  dr f  K ( t  — r , x :y) exp(8sr)h(T)y) d/i(y),
Jo J v
where u ( t , x ) is the solution of (6.19) with the initial data vo- Prom Proposition  
6.5, u(t, x) is continuous on [0, 00) x V since vq E Co(F). The second term on the 
right-hand side of (6.22) is also continuous on [0,00) x V  since h(t, x) is continuous 
on [0, 00) x V.  ■
We require the concepts of upper and lower solutions. Let T  >  0 and Py — 
(0,T] x V .  A  function u\ : T t  —> IR is an upper solution of (6.1), (6.2) on T t  if
A ui  +  f ( u i )  -  < 0  in rT,
ui\t=o >  uo{%), x e  Vy
(6.23) ui \Vo =  0, i > 0 .
A function Vi : T t  —> H  is a lower solution of (6.1), (6.2) on T t  if
Aui +  f { v  1) -  >  0 in r T,
vi\t=a < uq(x), x £ V,
(6.24) |yQ =  0, t  >  0.
As before, A  is the generator of the semigroup {Pt  : t > 0} associated with the heat 
kernel K .
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Given upper and lower solutions u\  and ni in F t  with v\  <  ui,  we choose © >  0 
so large that © > Lf ,  where L f  is the Lipschitz constant of / ,  that is
1/ ( ^ 2) -  f { w  i) | <  L f \w2 -  -wil 
for wi)W2 ' Ft  IR such that m inni <  ^ 1,^2  <  m axu i. Let z \  : Fy —* H  be
continuous and v\  <  z \  <  u\.  We define Z2 by
r\
A z2 - 0 z 2 -  -  ~ ( f { z  1) +  © Z i )  in rT,
z 21 £=0 =  UQ{x), X £  V,
(6.25) Z21Vo =  0, t >  0.
From Corollary 6.6, the solution Z2 of (6.25) is continuous on [0, T] x V  if no 6 C'o(V). 
Using Propositon 6.3 and (6.23), (6.25), we see that Z2 <  u\  in T t -  Similarly, we 
have that v\  <  Z2 by using Corollary 6.4 and (6.24), (6.25).
Let T  be the mapping given by Z2 — T z \ , where Z2 is the solution of (6.25) 
corresponding to z\ .  Let B — {z \ z  : F t  —» IR and v\  <  z  <  n i} . Then J7 is a 
mapping from B to B.
P r o p o s it io n  6 .7 . T  is a monotone mapping in the sense of Collatz, that is
(6.26) T u  <  T v  i f  u <  v
for  min v\  <  n, v  <  max u \ .
P ro o f. Let u < v  for m inni < u , v <  m axn i. Then
A T u  — ©T u  — =  +  ©u) in Tt?
^ n l^ o  =  w0(a;), x e  V,
Tu \v0 =  0, t  >  0,
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and
d T v
A  T v  -  © T v  -  - 7^ -  =  - ( / ( n )  +  ©v)  in Ty,
T v |*=0 =  w0(a;), x £ V,
Tv\yQ =  0, t  > 0.
Therefore, setting w =  T v  — T u ,
An; — ©w -  —  =  - ( / ( u )  ~ / ( n )  +  &{v -  u)) in F r ,
w|t=o =  0, x £ V ,
n;|y0 = 0, t  >  0.
Since u < v  and © > L f ,  we see that f  (v) ~  f  (u)+©(v — u) >  0. Thus by Proposition  
6.3 we have that tu >  0, giving (6.26). M
We now obtain a solution to (6.1), (6.2) by an iteration procedure.
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L em m a 6 .8 . If uo G Co(V) and there are upper and lower solutions u\ and v\  
of (6.1), (6.2) satisfying (6.23) and (6.24) respectively, then there is a function u 
satisfying
u { t , x ) =  K ( t , x , y ) u 0(y) d{i(y)
J v
(6.27) +  [  dr  [  K ( t - T , x , y ) f ( u { r , y ) )
Jo J v
with the property that v\  <  u < u\ in IV , where T  >  0.
P roof. Inductively, we define um : T t  —> IR by um+\ =  T u m (to > 1), where u\  
is the upper solution of (6.1), (6.2). Since T  is monotone and u<i <  u\,  we see that 
% + i =  T u m <  T u m- \  =  Um for all m  >  2, that is the sequence {u m}  is decreasing 
in m  for all (i, x)  G rt*. On the other hand, we define vm+i =  T v m {m >  1) where 
v\  is a lower solution; it follows by Corollary 6.4 that V2 >  v\ .  Thus the sequence 
{wm} is increasing in m  for all (i, x) G T t -  Moreover, vm <  um for all m >  1 since 
Vi <  ui,  and vm =  ^ m - i  <  ^ % - i  =  um if vm- i  <  um_ x. Thus
(6.28) v\ <  um <  ui,  in Tt  for m  >  1.
Therefore, there exists u : IV  —> IR with the property v\ <  u <  Ui such that
(6.29) lim um{t ,x) =  u ( t ,x )  pointwise in Tt -
m —> oo
We have
Um+ifax)  =  F u m (t ,x)  =  K ( t , x , y ) u 0{y) dp {y )
J v
+ j  dT J ^ K ( t  -  T , x , y ) [ f { u m (T,y)) +  e { u m(r ,y)  -  tiro+i(r,y))j dp(y),
giving (6.27) by letting m  —> oo and using the dominated convergence theorem.®
P rop osition  6.9. Let u be bounded and satisfy (6.27). Suppose that f  G (7x(IR) 
and uq G C'o(V') is such that
(6.30) — PtUo exists and is bounded for a llt  >  0 and all x  G V, 
at
where Ptuo =  f v K ( t , x , y ) u o ( y )  d/j.(y). Then u (t,x ) satisfies (6.1) pointwise, where 
A  is the generator of the semigroup {Pf : t  >  0} associated with the heat kernel K .
P ro o f. Set uo(t, x) — PtUo(x). Since u satisfies (6.27), we have that for <5 >  0, 
u(t  +  5, x) — u( t , a;)
rt-\-5 n
=  uo(t +  8, x ) - u 0( t , x ) +  d r  K ( r , x , y ) f ( u ( t  +  5 -  r ,y )) d/i(y)
Jo J v
-  [  d r  [  K ( r , x , y ) f ( u ( t  — r , y ) )  dfi(y)
Jo J v  
=  Uo(t +  5, £c) — Uo(t, x)
+  lo  dT f v K (T’x ' y ) +  ~ T^y)) -  f ( u { t - T , y ) ) \  dfjb{y)
/t+5 rdr Jv K (T’x,y}f(u(t + 5 ~ T,y)) dv(v)-
Letting
$(£) — sup |u(t  +  8, x) ~~ u(t, re) |, t  >  0,
x e v
we see that, using (3.17) and (6.30),
9(t) <  84 i s + L  g(t  -  r )  dr^j , t  >  0
since /  is Lipschitz and u  is bounded, where $4 is a constant. Applying Gronwall’s 
inequality, it follows that
(6.31) g( t ) <  4^<5exp(^4t), t  >  0,
which implies u ( t , x) is uniformly Lipschitz on t  G (0,T] for all x G V  and all T  >  0, 
and so ^  exists for almost every t  >  0 and all x G V. Thus the second term on 
the right-hand side of (6.27) is differentiable with respect to t  >  0 and its derivative 
equals
[  K ( t , x , y ) f ( u o { y ) )  d/i(y)
J v
+  L  dT l v K [ T ' X' y ) ^ { t ~  T’ y)df t { t ~  T) d^
for all x  G V  and t  >  0. It is not hard to verify that A u exists for all t  >  0 and all
du 
dt
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x  G V since jff exists for all t  >  0 and all x  G V, and
du
A u(t, x) =  —  (i, x) -  f ( u ( t , a))
for a lH  >  0 and all x  G V. 
Note that if
u q ( x ) — w 0( y ) K ( 8,x ,yo)  d/j.(y),
J v
where 8 >  0 and Wq G L x( V ) ,  then uq  satisfies (6.30). Another example when (6.30)
00 9 00 3/2holds is that Wo(a0 =  ]C <Wfc(*) £ L (V) with X) 1%1-V <  00.
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T h e o rem  6 .1 0 . Suppose that | / ( r ) | <  Ai|r| for  |r| <  bo for  some bo >  0, and 
thatuo  G Cfo^) satisfies |wo(a;)| <  Ss<pi{x) in V,  where Ai is the smallest eigenvalue 
of (3.2) with eigenfunction ipi and S5 is so small that m ax^ i <  bo/S^. Then there
exists u satisfying (6.27). Moreover, if f  G C\ and the initial datauo satisfies (6.30),
then u ( t , x ) satisfies (6.1) pointwise for all t  >  0 and all x  G V\Vo.
Proof. The proof here is based on [16]. Note that the eigenfunction ipi in (3.2) 
can be taken to be non-negative on V , see Corollary 2.2. Let ui( t ,  x) — S ,^<pi(x). 
Then
^ ■ - A i u i  = Awi, i> 0 ,  x G F \7 0l(JTt
«i|t=o =  (®), X G V,
wi|u0 = 0, t  >  0.
It is not hard to verify that U\ is an upper solution. Similarly, u i( i ,x) =  —5§<pi(x) 
is a lower solution. The result follows immediately from Lemma 6.8 and Proposition  
6.9. m
For a specific example, let / ( r )  =  r |r |p -1(p >  1). Then (6.1), (6.2) has a global 
solution if the initial data is sufficiently small.
CHAPTER 7
N o n lin e a r  d iffusion  eq u a tio n s  on  
u n b o u n d e d  f ra c ta l d o m ain s
In this chapter the domain is no longer restricted to be a p.c.f. self-similar fractal, 
and so we use G instead of V  to denote the domain. Also, we take a different 
definition for a heat kernel from that discussed in the earlier chapters, which will be 
denoted by the small letter k.
We investigate the nonlinear diffusion equation
a n „—  =  A  u +  uv, p  >  1, dt
on certain unbounded fractal domains, where A  is the infinitesimal generator of the 
semigroup associated with a corresponding heat kernel. We show that there are non­
negative global solutions for non-negative initial data if p  >  1 +  j*, while solutions 
blow up if p  <  1 +  where ds is the spectral dimension of the domain, see Section
7.1. We investigate smoothness and Holder continuity of solutions when they exist. 
The results of this chapter appeared in [13].
7.1. Prelim inaries
Let G  be an unbounded domain in lRn (n >  2) which will generally be a fractal. 
We consider the nonlinear diffusion equation
du
(7.1) —  =  Ait +  t > 0,® e G ,p  >  1, 
with non-negative initial values
(7.2) itl^o =  <f>(x)t x e G.
Our approach in this chapter is through a family of integral operators defined in 
terms of a heat kernel. We first consider ‘weak solutions’ to (7.1)-(7.2), by which, in  
this chapter, we mean solutions of a corresponding integral equation involving a heat 
kernel k on G. The Laplacian may then be defined as the infinitesimal generator of 
the associated semigroup, to enable us to investigate ‘strong solutions’. However, 
the existence of a heat kernel with suitable properties on a fractal is a non-trivial 
question, and in general such heat kernels cannot be expressed explicitly.
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We consider the existence and non-existence of non-negative global solutions to
(7.1)-(7.2), and the regularity properties of non-negative bounded global solutions 
when they exist. The term “global” implies a solution u : G x (0, oo) -A- IR, that is 
existing for all t  > 0 .
Let /j, be a locally finite Borel measure on G. We are particularly interested in 
the case where G is an unbounded fractal (such as the unbounded Sierpinski gasket) 
when /i might typically be ^/-dimensional Hausdorff measure if G has Hausdorff 
dimension d /, see [9].
We term a continuous & : (0, oo) X G X G —» IR a heat kernel if it satisfies
(Ki):  (Positivity) k( t ,x ,y )  >  0 for a lH  >  0 and all {x,y)  G G x G\
( K 2): (Symmetry) k( t ,x ,y )  =  k(t , y ,x )  for all i  >  0 and all (x>y) G G x G\
(Ks):  (normalization) f G k(t,x,y)d{i (y) =  1 for a lH  >  0 and all x G G;
(K 4): (Semigroup property) k(s +  t ,x , y )  =  f G k(t,x,  z)k(s, z , y)dp(z )  for all 
t, s >  0 and all (x, y) G G x G\ and
( K 5): (Approximate identity) lim f G k(t ,x ,y)f(y)df i{y)  =  f (x)  in the L2-£’“)■ 0“H
norm for all /  G L 2 (G).
(Note that integration spaces always refer to the measure fi.) In this chapter we 
shall always assume that the heat kernel k satisfies (Ki)-(K^),  but several of our 
results depend on further estimates on fc, which reflect the fractal structure and the 
heat diffusion properties of G.
Typically a heat kernel has an inverse power law behaviour in t  and decays 
exponentially with the separation of the spatial arguments. In the following estimate, 
the exponent dw is the walk dimension, which reflects the rate of transport of heat 
through G , and ds, is the spectral dimension which turns out to give the asymptotic 
distribution of the eigenvalues of the associated Laplacian, so that
ds =  2 lim log ^{eigenvalues of A less than A }/log  A.
A—>00
(Note that this is weaker than the definition (3.12).) In general
dg d/
2 dw ’
where df  is the fractal dimension, that is the Hausdorff dimension, of G, see [5, 6 , 
10]. We will need estimates:
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( K q) (Bounds) there exist constants 0 <  C2 <  cj and a i , a .2 >  0 such that
for a l l t  >  0 and (x , y) G G  x G.
(That the condition ( K q) is equivalent to the doubling condition and Harnack 
inequality was recently proven in [19, 20].)
Note that for the classical case where G  =  IR” and y  is n-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure, there is the usual Gaussian heat kernel
k ( t , x , y ) =  (2irt ) ~ f  exp ^  ^
with df  =  ds =  n  and dw =  2.
For later estimates we will require a Holder condition on the heat kernel:
(Kr):  (Holder condition) there exist v  >  1 and 0 <  a  <  1 such that 
\k ( t ,x2, y )  -  k ( t , x i , y ) \  <  B 0 t~ v \x2 -  x i \ a 
for all t  >  0 and aq, x^ G G .
W hen we come to consider strong solutions, we need to control the derivatives 
of k with respect to t:
(K&): H ( t , x , y )  exists with \%jf(t,x,y)\ <  c i _ (1+ds/ 2) 
for a lH  >  0 and x , y  G G  for some c >  0.
Heat kernels have been constructed on several classes of fractals. The best-known 
instance is the unbounded Sierpinski gasket in IRn, see Barlow and Perkins [6], where 
heat kernels are termed transition densities and studied from the probabilistic point 
of view. In this case ( K i ) - (K 5) hold, together with ( K q) for ds =  <  2,
df  — lo Q^gH21'i and dw =  l0g”r2'3^  (see [18]), and ( K 7) with v  — 1 and a  — dw — df,  
see [2]. Estimates of the form ( K q) hold for affine nested fractals, see [14]. For more 
general unbounded p.c.f. self-similar sets, only a weaker version of ( K q) is known, 
see [22].
Heat kernels exist for the Sierpinski carpet in IRn, see [2, 4 , T], and for general­
ized Sierpinski carpets (where different patterns of squares or cubes are selected in 
the construction) for which, in particular, ( K q) holds [5], For the Sierpinski carpet
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in IR2, we have ds «  1.80. For the Sierpinski carpet in IRn the heat kernel k(t, x, y) 
is smooth in t  > 0 for all x , y  G G and satisfies {Ks), see [5]. The existence and 
properties of heat kernels on other fractals is a topic of active research.
We assume that the initial data : G —> IR is measurable; in what follows </> will 
generally be non-negative, sometimes satisfying further integrability conditions. By 
a (weak) solution to (7.1)-(7.2) we mean a measurable u : (0, oo) x  G —> IR satisfying 
the integral equation
(7.3) u{t,x) =  f  k(t,x,y)<j){y)dn{y) + [  dr  [  k(t -  r ,x ,y )u { r ,y )pdfj,{y).
Jg Jo Jg
Let {Pi, t  >  0} be the family of linear operators associated with k, that is
(7.4) p t f ( x ) = [  k { t , x }y)f{y)dp.{y)\
Jg
thus Pt<f) may be thought of as the solution of the linear equation d u / d t  =  A u. From 
{K i ) - {K s) ,  Pt : Lq(G) -> Lq{G) for all 1 <  q <  oo . In particular, { P t , t  >  0} is 
a family of symmetric operators on L2 (G) which, by (K4), possesses the semigroup 
property
(7.5) Ps+t =  PsPt .
The contraction property
(7.6) \\Pt f \ \q <  ll/ll, for all /  6 L q(G) and all i  >  0
follows for all 1 <  q <  00, using the weighted Holder inequality and {Ks).  Property 
( P 5) states that the family of operators {P t }  is strongly continuous, that is
limijPf/ - / | | 2 =  0.
In particular, this implies that there exists an infinitesimal generator A
(7.7) A f  =  lim J f e © (  A ),
where X>(A) is the space of all functions /  G L 2{G) such that the lim it in (7.7) exists 
in the 1? norm and is finite, see [17]. This definition of the Laplacian enables us to 
consider strong solutions of (7.1)-(7.2), that is (7.1) holds pointwise for t  >  0 and 
x  G G.
In Section 2 we consider the non-existence problem and show that, provided that 
the heat kernel satisfies ( K q), there are no non-negative global solutions to (7.3) if 
P <  1 +  however small the initial data (j) =£ 0, that is, solutions ‘blow up5 in a finite 
time. In Section 3 we show that non-negative global solutions exist if p >  1 +  j -  
and the initial data is small enough. In the classical situation, bounded solutions
(7.3) are smooth in both x  and t , see [15]. We can not expect such smoothness 
on fractals, but in Section 4 we prove that solutions in L°°(G) fl Ll (G) are Holder 
continuous in x  if the initial data is Holder continuous. Moreover, given (K s ) the
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solution is differentiable with respect to t  for almost a l l t  >  0 for all x  G  G ,  and so 
satisfies (7.1) at such points.
7.2. N on-existence of global solutions
Our aim in this section is to show using (Kq) that there are no non-negative 
global solutions to (7.3) if p <  1 +  for non-negative initial data 0 ^ 0 ,  however 
small. The estimate (7.8) plays a major role in the non-existence proof. Note that 
( K q ) and (K q )  are not required at this stage.
Proposition 7.1. A s s u m e  th a t  the heat kernel k sa tisfies  ( K i ) - ( K ^ ) .  L e t  (j) >  0 
be essen tia l ly  bounded, an d  assu m e  th a t there is  a n on-n ega tive  e s sen tia l ly  bounded  
f u n c t io n  u ( t , x ) sa tis fy in g  (7.3) in  (0 ,T ) x G . Then
(7.8) tp=* [  k(t,x,ij)(f)(y) d/j,(y) <  B-l
J g
f o r  all t  €  (0, T ) and all x  G G , where B \  is  in depen den t  o f  T  an d  (f>.
Proof. We sketch the proof, following [15] and [53]. Since u ( t , x ) satisfies (7.3), 
we get that
u(t ,x )  >  Pt(f)(x) 
with Pt given by (7.4). Using (7.3) again, it follows that
u ( t ,x )  >  [  d r  [  k(t — T jX ,  y)u(r, y)v d/i(y)
Jo J g
>  f  d r  (  k ( t - r , x , y ) [ P T (j)(y))v dp,(y)
Jo J g
-  I ! d r  {  [ k ( t  ~  T , x , y ) P Tf ( y )  d p , ( y ) Y
=  f  dr[Pt- T(Pr ^)(x)}»
Jo
=  J  d r [P t (f)(x)]p 
= t[Pt<f>(x)]P>
where we have used the weighted Holder inequality, (Kfi) and (7.5). Repeating this 
procedure of substitution in (7.3) we obtain by induction that
(7.9) u ( t , z )  > (1 +  p)Pk~2 (1 +  p  +  p2)p*“3 . . . (1 +  p  +  . . . +  pfc-1) •
To see this, suppose that (7.9) holds for some k  >  1. By (7.3), we see that
u(t ,x)  > [  dr f  k ( t  t , x , y )u(r , y)p d/i(y)
Jo J g
> J  dr {  J^k( t -T,x,y)u(r ,y)  dp(y)Y
> dr{  j^ k (t -  r,x,y)
T l+ P + -+ P k~ i [PT(j)(y)]Pk
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>
(1 + p )P k~ 2 (1 + p  + p 2)P k~3 . . . (1+ p + . . . + p k ~  1) 
r t T P+P2-1----\-pk
Jo (1 +  p)pk *(1 +  P +  P2)pk 2 - - - ( l + p - l ------ + P * “ 1)p
fc+1
[Pt- T(PrMxW  dr
t 1+P+ - +P [Pt (i){x)]P
k+1
(l+p)pk y i + p  + p2)^  2- - - ( l+p- i ------ 1- pfc) ’
which implies that (7.9) holds for k +  l .
Therefore, for all k >  1,
Pfc-i . i x
(7.10) t(p-i)pfc P t(j)(x ) <  u ( t , x ) p k JJ^ l + p -4------+ P 3 ) pJ.
3=2
Since
1 1
i * I H i + p + — \-pj ~i)K < — log ( V )  < oo,
3=2 j =2 P
the estimate (7.8) follows on letting & — oo in (7.10). ■
We now prove the non-existence of global solutions if p  <  1 +  Jj, that is any 
solutions ‘blow up’ or become unbounded in a finite time. In the case of p  <  1 +  j - ,  
this is an easy consequence of (7.8) and only requires the left hand inequality of 
( K e ) .
Theorem  7.2. Suppose th a t k sa tisfies  ( K i ) - ( K ^ )  an d  ( K q) .  I f  p  < 1 +  3-  
then  (7.3) has no n on -n ega tive  es sen tia lly  bounded global so lu tion s  i f  (p(x) >  0 an d  
<f>{x) ^  0.
Proof. By (i^e)? we have
lim inf k ( t ,x ,y ) c f ) (y )  dp,{y)
t-^°° Jg
t—» oo
(7.11) >  B 2,
' / o eXP( '
\f£ — lA w \  dw~ 1 \
>  a i lim inf /  exp [ - c \  (      <f>(y) dfi(y)
where B 2 =  1 if \\(f)\\i =  f G (f>(y) dg(y) =  +00  and B 2 =  o i ||0 ||i  if \\(f)\\i <  00. 
Combining with (7.8) and (7.11), this requires that, for some B$ >  0, we have
ds . 1 t ( 0
t 2 p- i >  B 3 for all large t, which is impossible if p <  1 +  ^-.
We now consider the more delicate case of p  =  1 +  Jj. Then (7.8) becomes
t % [  k(t,x,y)(f>(y) dp(y) <  B 1 
J g
which using the left hand side of ( i f  6) gives
(7.12) f  <p(y) dp(y)  <  B 4 <  00,
Jg
where B ± ~ B \ l a \ .  Observe that for any to >  0, v(t,  x) =  u( t  +  to ,x )  is a solution  
to (7.3) with initial data ip(x) =  u(to,x).  Repeating the above procedure we have 
that
(7.13) u(t , y)  d/i(y) <  B 5, for a llt  >  0,
Jg
for some B q >  0 .
Next we claim that for all to >  0, there exists e >  0 and b\ >  0, depending on to 
and </>, such that
(7.14) u(to,x) >  &i&(e,£c,0)
for all x E G. To see this, let Qi =  j and g2 — By ( K q),
, ,  (  H 02N\
k(e ,x ,0 )a 2 £2 ex p f c 2- ^ - J  < 1
and thus, using (7.3) and ( K q),
u( t0,x)  >  k( tQ,x,y)cf>(y) dp(y)
Jg
 d-s C /  I rr — T/l^2 \
>  oiio 2 y^exp  |^ -c i— — J (f)(ij) dp(y)  
is.
(7.15) >  ~  k(e, x,  0) exp ( ~ \ x \ 02 ~ M  M v )•
Note that for g2 >  1
\x — y\02 <  2£’2“ 1(|rr|52 -1- |p|02)
for all x , y  €  IR, so
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for all x , y ,  if e is chosen to satisfy c2e ei — 262 1ci t0 61. Hence (7.14) follows on 
taking
in (7.15).
To complete the proof when p — 1 +  we consider v(t, x) =  u(t +  1, a;). Clearly
v(t,x) satisfies (7.3) with the initial data u(l,x) in place of 4>(x). By (7.3), (7.14)
and ( i f4),
v(t,x) > k(t,x,y)u(l,y) dp(y)
Jg
> h  k(t,x,y)k(e,y,0) dp(ij)
J g
=  bik(t +  e,x,0)
and so by (7.3)
v(t,x) dp,(x) > dp,(x) dr k(t — r,x,y)v(r,y)p dp,(y)
Jg  Jg Jo Jg ..................
= [  dr [  v(r,y)p dp(y)
Jo Jg
»1
(7.16) >  b{ [  dr  [  k (r  +  e ,y ,0 )p dy(y).
Jo Jg
Using ( K q) twice with p  =  1 +  Jj, it follows that
k ( r  +  e, y,  0)p >  n f(r  +  e)_pds/ 2 exp ( -p c i |y |e2/(T +  e)01)
S ( 2 L \
ds/ 2gi
1 \ P C l J
(r  +  e) - l r  +  e_ 1 JL 
(pCiC2L)ei _
- d a / 2
exp C2jy|
02
c2(r +  e)ei /pc \
np f on \ ds/2ei / i \
“  «2 (p q  J (T + e) lfc(^T + e) ^ ClC21) ei>^°)
which combines with (7.16) to yield
v ( t , x) dp(x) > B q (r  +  e)-1 d r  —> oo 
Jg Jo
as t  —> oo, where B q >  0. This contradicts (7.13), proving the theorem for p  =  1 +  y -•
The above theorem applies, for example, to the unbounded Sierpinski gasket and 
to generalised Sierpinski carpets.
7.3 . E x is te n c e  o f  n o n -n e g a tiv e  g lo b a l so lu tio n s
We now consider the situation where p >  1 +  Jj and show that if the initial data 
is sufficiently small, then (7.3) possesses a non-negative global solution.
We prove the following general existence result which we then apply in our 
situation, again adapting [15, 52].
T h e o rem  7 .3 . Suppose k satisfies ( K i ) - ( K q). Let p  >  1 and 1 <  q <  oo. Let 
(f)> 0 with (f) G L q(G) and satisfying
r oo
(7.17) W P r W + d T ^ i p - l ) - 1,
Jo
where Pr is given by (7.4). Then (7.3) possesses a non-negative global solution u with 
u  G Loo((0 ,T ),T <!,(G)) for  a l l T  >  0, where L °°((0 ,T ),L q(G)) is the space consisting 
of all functions u such that
I N £)li? =  [  |« ( M ) |9 dpt(x) G T °°(0,T ).
Jg
P ro o f. The proof follows [52]. We define b : [0, oo) —> IR by
h(ty(p-l) = i _ (p _ i) f  WPrfiW^ dr.
Jo
Using (7.17), we get that 6(0) =  1 and b'{t) =  6(t)p||Pt0||^"1. Thus 6 satisfies the 
integral equation
(7.18) b(t) =  1 +  f  b ( r n P T^ r + d r .
Jo
Now let u : [0, oo) x G - )  [0, oo] be any measurable function such that 
Pt <j>(x) <  u ( t ,x )  <  b(t)Pt (j)(x) for alH  >  0 and x e  G,
and define
(7.19) F u ( t , x )  =  Pt (f)(x) -I- [ \ p t_r up)(r ,x )dT .
Jo
Then for t  >  0 and x  G G , using (7.4), (7.5) and (7.18),
P u ( t , x )  <  Pt(j>{x) +  f  dr  f  k(t  -  T,x,y)b(T)p[PT(f)(y)]pdgL(y)
Jo Jg
<  Pt (i)(x)+ (  b ^ Y W P r f iW ^ d r  f  k(t  -  T ,x ,y ) P T(f)(y)dp(y)
Jo Jg
=  b(t)Pt (f)(x).
Therefore,
Pt4>(x) <  JFu(t, x) <  b(t)Pt (f)(x), for all t  >  0 and x  G G.
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Define uo(t ,x) =  Pt</>(x) and um+i( t ,x )  — P u m (t ,x)  for m  — 0 , 1 , 2 , —  Using
(7.19) and induction, for all t  >  0 and x  G G,  the sequence {u m ( t , x ) }  is non­
decreasing in ra, and
(7.20) Pt<t>(x) <  um(t->x ) <  f°r a llm  >  0 .
Thus there exists a measurable function u(t, x) such that for all t  >  0 and x  G G
lim Um(t,x)  =  u(t ,x)  G [0, oo],
m —too
with
(7.21) Pt4>(x ) <  u(t ,x)  <  b(t)PtJ>(x), t  >  0 , x G G.
Using the monotone convergence theorem, we have
lim [  dr  [  k( t  -  T ,x , y )u m (r , y )pdy(y )  =  [  dr  [  k(t  -  T , x , y ) u ( r , i j f d p ( y )  
m-^ooj o JG Jo Jg
for all i  >  0 and x  6 G,  and thus u(t, x) satisfies (7.3) on taking the limit as m  —» oo 
in
Um+ l ( t , x )  =  P u m(t, X)
= Pt<f>(x)+  dr k(t -  T,x,y)um(r,y)pdp,(y).
Jo J g
Prom (7.21)
IK*,-)ll<z <  6(*)||Pt^|]9 <  6 ( i)M |g
by (7.6), so since b(t) is bounded on [0 ,T] we get u (= L °°((0 ,T ), L q(G))  for all 
T  > 0. m
We can immediately apply this result to bounded data.
C o ro lla ry  7 .4 . Let k satisfy ( K i ) - ( K q) , and let p  >  1 +  j - .  Given 7  >  0 there 
exists 8 >  0 such that, if
0 <  (f)(x) <  Skffi, £ ,0) 
for  all x  € G, then (7.3) has a non-negative bounded global solution. In particular, 
this will be the case if has compact support and supa,€G <p(x) is sufficiently small.
P ro o f. Using (K4) and ( K q) ,
\ \ m \ o o  =  sup k(t,x,y)(/>(y)dti(y) 
xeG J g
< 8 sup k(t  +  7 , x, 0)
xeG
< a28(t + 7)-ds//2,
and so
/■oo roo
WWVdt <  (a2<5)p_1 (i +  7 I)” 1
Jo Jo
for 8 small enough, since p >  1 +  2 /d s . Therefore, Theorem 7.3 implies the existence 
of a non-negative global solution. H
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We use the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem to apply Theorem 7.3 with an 
alternative condition on the initial data. Let D i  and D 2 be linear spaces of measur­
able functions on two cr-finite measure spaces with measures (i\ and P2 respectively. 
We say that a mapping H  : D \  —* D 2 is subadditive if
\ H ( h  + M®)I < |ff(/i)WI + |ff(/2)WI
for all f i  and / 2 in D \  and ^ -a lm o st all x. For 1 <  r <  00 and 1 <  s <  00, we say 
that H  is of weak type (r, s ) if there exists a constant A  such that
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^(£3) < 41/H r
Q3
for all /  G Lr (m )  fl D i ,  where \ ( q 3) =  ju2{a; : |i7 (/)(® )| >  £3} is the distribution
function of H f , and | | / | |r =  (  f  \ f (x) \r dpi (x)^ r .
P r o p o s it io n  7 .5 . (Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem) Suppose that H  is a 
subadditive map of weak type (rj,Sj) where 1 <  r* <  Sj <  00 for  both i =  1,2, and 
with s i  7^  s2. Then for  all 6 G (0 ,1), H  is of strong type (re , sg), where
1 1 - 6  6 , 1 1 - 6  6
— = --------- 1 and — = --------- 1----- ,
re r  1 r2 sq si s2
that is there exists a constant  Hq such that
p f ( / ) I L  <  M f W r .  for all f e D , .
P ro o f. See [48, pl84]. M
C o ro lla ry  7 .6 . Let k satisfy ( K i ) - (K q), and let ds <  2 and p  >  1 +  j - .  If 
ll^llds(p -i)/2 sufficiently small then (7.3) has a non-negative global solution in 
Loo((0,T ) ,L d^ P -1)/2(G)) for a l l T >  0, where L oo( ( 0 ,T ) , L ds p^~1^ 2(G)) consists of 
all functions u such that ||u(£, •) ilrfs (p—1)/2 €  L°°(0,T) .
P ro o f. Fix 1 <  r <  00. We consider maps H  : 77(G) —»■ C(IR) defined by
H(j)(t) =  \\Pt (f>\\oo for t  >  0, where 0 € Lr (G).
Clearly H  is subadditive. Moreover,
=  sup
xeG
< sup
xeG
< a$r^\\(f)\\r ,
Ht,x,y)(f>{y)dKy)
Jg
f  k(t,x,y)<f>{y)rdp{y) 
Jg G
  ds
by virtue of the weighted Holder inequality and (K$ ). Thus H f ( t )  >  £3 implies that
a2 IMir
2 r ds
t  <
Q3
Thus H  is of weak-type (r, s) whenever 1 <  r  <  oo and s =  2 r / d s . By Proposition  
7.5, H  is of strong-type (r, s) whenever 1 <  r <  oo and s =  2r / d s, that is there is a 
B 7 >  0 such that
(  r  WPMlodt)<  B 7U \ \ r for all </, 6
Letting r  =  ds (p — l ) / 2  >  1 we have s =  2r / d s >  1 since ds <  2, so
['C O
llP f^ ll^ 1*  <  < ( p - 1 ) - 1
J 0
if \\(l)\\ds(p- i )/2 is sufficiently small, giving (7.17). The conclusion follows from The­
orem 7.3. H
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By our introductory remarks, Corollaries 7.4 and 7.6 imply that there exist non­
negative solutions to (7.3) on the Sierpinski gasket in lRn and the Sierpinski carpet 
in IR2 if p  >  1 +  2 / ds and the initial data is small in an appropriate sense.
7.4. R egularity  properties o f global so lu tions
In this section we discuss regularity properties of global solutions. Let u : [0, oo) x 
G  -> IR be a non-negative global solution to (7.3). We show that if the initial data is 
Holder continuous, then u(t, x ) is Holder continuous in x uniformly for t  e  (0 ,T ) for 
all T  >  0. We shall also show that ^ |(£, x) exists and satisfies (7.1) for almost every 
t  >  0 for all x e G ,  where the Laplacian A  is viewed as the infinitesimal generator 
(7.7).
We first require an estimate for radial integrals which depends on local ‘fractal’ 
properties of the measure p.  We write B r (x) for the closed ball of centre x  and 
radius r.
P rop osition  7.7 . Let G be a closed (not necessarily bounded) subset o /]R n and 
p  a Borel measure supported by G such that for some d >  0 and B$ >  0
(7.22) p ( B r (x)) <  B s r d (r >  0, x  e  G).
Suppose that f  : [0,oo) —> [0, oo) is C\  with f ( r )  — o{r~d) as r  —» oo. Then
r poo
(7.23) f { \ y - x \ ) d p ( y ) < B 8 r d\ f { r ) \ d r , ( x e G ) .
Jg Jo
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P ro o f. Let m (r) =  p ( B r (x)). Then m(r)  is non-decreasing in r and continuous 
on the right. Therefore, for all s G G ,  using that m(0) =  0 and f ( r )  =  o(r“ d),
P POO
f ( \ y ~ x \ ) d [ i { y )  <  /(r )d m (r)
Jg Jo
oo r°°
>{r)f(r) -  f  (r)m (r)dr
o Jo
— m
POO
Jo
f '  (r )m(r)dr
oo
<
POO
rd| / ;(r)|dr
Jo
using (7.22). H
Note that many measures satisfying (7.22) exist. For example, if p  is the restric­
tion of d-dimensional Hausdorff measure to a (bounded or unbounded) self-similar 
set G of Hausdorff dimension d, then (7.22) is satisfied, see [9, 10], In particular 
this applies to the Sierpinski gaskets and generalised carpets with d — df.
C o ro lla ry  7 .8 . Let G be an unbounded subset of IRn supporting a measure p  
which satisfies (7.22). Then given Qi,Q2i \ c 2 >  0, there exists Bq such that
(7.24) exp ( ~ C2 ' V 1*1)  ^ y )  <  -Bg
for  all t  >  0 and all x  6 G.
P ro o f. For t  >  0, take
,  (  r 02\  
f { r )  = r  exp I ■~ c 2 —  J •
Clearly f ( r )  =  o(r~d) and
\ f ( r ) \  <  +  c2q27^  r * - 1 exp •
Using (7.23), it follows that
L|y -  x\x exp ( - c 2-  \ j }  ) dp(y)
- BsIo r < i + A " 1  (A + C2®2^ ) e x p  d r
POO
=  B st x^+d^ i / 02 sd+x~1(X +  c2q2s 02) exp (—C2Se2) ds,
Jo
giving (7.24) since this integral is finite and independent of t. ■
T h e o rem  7 .9 . (H o ld er  co n tin u ity ) Assume that the measure p  on G satisfies 
(7.22), where d =  df is the Hausdorff dimension of G. Suppose that the heat kernel
k satisfies ( K i ) - ( K j )  and suppose the initial data £ L 1{G) is Holder continuous 
with exponent A £ (0,1], that is
(7.25) W®2) -  ^(®i)| <  B \o \%2 ~  # i |A for all x i , x 2 £ G
for some B iq. Let T  >  0 and let u be a non-negative global solution to (7.3) that 
is bounded on (0,T ) x G with |ju(£, .)||i bounded on (0, T). Then u ( t , x ) is Holder 
continuous in x, with exponent 7  =  , uniformly for t  £  (0, T ), where dw is the
walk dimension; that is
(7.26) K M 2) -  « (^ ,« i)| <  B n \x2 -  a?i|7 
for  all t  £  (0 ,T ) and all x \ , x 2 £  G where B n  depends on T.
P ro o f. We first prove that
(7.27) uo(t1x)=Pt<f>(x)= [  k(t7x,y)(f){y)dp(y)
JG
is Holder continuous in x  uniformly for t  >  0. To see this, by ( K j )  we have that
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(k { t , X2, y ) ~  k{t, x u  v))4>(v)dp(y)
Jg
\ U Q { t , X 2 ) -  Wo(^,®l)| =
<  B 0 t - u \ x 2 - ® ir n ^ i i i
(7.28) <
if  t  >  \ x 2 — X \ |s , for all s  >  0 .
On the other hand, from (7.25) and ( ife ) , taking £1 =  l / ( d w  — 1 ), Q2 — d w / ( d w  — 
1) in  (7.24) and recalling th at ds/2  =  d f / d w,
k { f i x , y ) \ c j ) { y )  -  c f ) ( x ) \ d p { y )
JG
<  a2B 10t ~ ^  |y -  # |A exp ^ - c 2~  ^  ^ dp(y)
A< a2B$Biot dyj t
Therefore, if t  <  \ x 2 — ® i|s , it follows from (7.25) that for a l l t  >  0 and a l l 0 7 , x 2 £  G ,
|«o(*»®2) -  U Q( t , X i ) \
=  k ( t , x 2 , y ) ( ( f > ( y )  -  (f)(x2 ) ) d p ( y )
Jg
-  H t , x u y ) ( < f > ( y )  ~  < f > ( x i ) ) d p ( y )  +  (0 (®2) -  0 (®i))
Jg
<  s2 a 2 B § B \ o t d™ +  B \ q \x 2 — a;i|A
<  {Bio +  2a2B 9Bio)(\x2 -  .77 |A +  \x2 -  ® i |^ ) .
This combines with (7.28) to give
\ u o ( t , x 2 ) -  u 0 ( t , x i ) \  <  B i 2 { \ x 2 -  +  \ x 2 -  x i \ x +  \ x 2 -  x i \ ^ )
(7.29) <  3^12^2 — %i I A+t/d,u
for a lH  >  0 and all x i , x 2 E  G  with \x2 — rci| <  1, by taking s such that <j — vs  =  
s \ / d w, and noting that A >  Acr/(A +  vdw), since a  <  1 <  v  and d w >  2.
Now we consider
w { t , x )  =  [  d r  [  k ( t  — r , x , y ) u ( T , y ) p d ( i ( y ) .
Jo Jg
Fix T  >  0 and 0 < r) <  t  <  T ,  Since u ( t , x )  is bounded in (0, T ) x G, it follows that
f  d r  f  k ( t  — T , x , y ) u ( r , y ) p d / j , ( y ) <  B ^ r ]  for all ( t > x )  E  ( 0 , T )  x G 
Jt-i) JG
for some P 13 >  0. Assume first that v  >  1. Then for all t  E  (0,T ) and x \ , x 2 E G, 
using (K 7),
\w{t,x2) - w ( t , x i ) \  =  [  dr [  k (t -T ,X 2, y )u (T ,y )pdfi(y)
Jt—r) Jg
-  f  d r  [  k(t -  T , x i , i j ) u ( r , y ) p d y , ( y )
Jt—r) Jg
+ dr  (k{t -  r, z2, y ) - k ( t - r , x i , y ) ) u { r , y)pdp{y)
Jo Jg
< W i 3 T] +  B q  f  d r  [  \ t  -  r \ ~ v \ x 2 -  x i \ a u ( r , y ) p d f i ( y )
Jo Jg
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(7.30) <  5 14(?7 +  77 1^ 2 — ^ D )
for some B u .  Since the left-hand side of (7.30) is independent of 77, we may take 
77 =  \x2 — x i \ alv in (7.30) to get
\w ( t ,x2) — io(i,a;i)| <  B u ( \ x 2 -  x i f / "  +  \x2 -  x i \ (T+(1~ ^ (T/ u)
<  2 B u \x2 - x 1\(T' v
for all t  El (0 ,T ) and x \ , x 2 E G. Putting this estimate and (7.29) in the integral 
equation (7.3), and noting A <  1 <  dw gives the result when \x\ — m21 <  1, and this 
extends to all x \ , x 2 E  G  since u is bounded. The case of v  — 1 is similar, with a 
logarithmic integral in (7.30). H
Next we show that, under certain conditions, for the bounded solution u ( t , x)  of 
(7.3), ^ f ( t ,x )  exists for almost every t  >  0 and all x E  G.
Theorem  7.10. (Lipschitz continuity) Suppose that k satisfies (K i ) - ( K s )  
and {K^). Assume that the initial data cj) satisfies (p{x) >  0, \\<f>\\i <  00 , and
(7.31) |Pf+(j</>(#) — Pt(j){x)\ <  cq 5, for all t >  0 and x E  G,
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f o r  s o m e  C q , th a t  is  the so lu tion  P t f ) (x ) o f  the corresponding linear equation  f o r  th is  
in i t ia l  da ta  is L ip sc h i t z  con tin u ous in  t  u n ifo rm ly  f o r  x .  A s s u m e  fu r th e r  th a t  u ( t , x )  
is  bounded, th a t is  there ex is ts  a p o s i t iv e  con s tan t  B 15 such th a t
(7.32) 0 < u ( t ,  x ) < £15 for a l l t  > 0 and
T h en  f o r  all T  >  0, the so lu tion  u ( x , t ) is  uniform ly L ip sc h i t z  on  (0, T )  x G , th a t  
is |w(t + <5,2;) — u ( t , x ) \  < A \  6 f o r  so m e  A i ,  so in  p a r t icu la r  ^ f ( t , x )  ex is ts  an d  is  
bounded f o r  a lm o s t  every  t  >  0, f o r  all x  £  G
Proof. Rewriting (7.3) as
u ( t , x )  =  [  k { t ,x ,y ) ( f> (y )d p (y )  + [  d r  [  k { r , x , y ) u ( t  -  T , y ) pd p ( y ) ,  
J g  Jo J g
it follows from (7.31), (7.32) that
|u(i +  £,a;) -it(t,a;)| < \Pt+6(f>{x) -  P t (f){x)\
rt-i-0 r
+ / dr k(T,x,y)u(S+ t - T , y ) pdp(y)
Jt J g
+ [  dr (  k{T,x,y)\u{5 + t - T , x j ) p - u ( t - T , y ) p\dp{y) 
Jo J g
' G
u
’ ( , , ) \ ( d   — r , y y   u [  — r  
'0  
< c 0 6  +  B p5 S
+P515~1 [ dr f  k (T ,x ,y ) \u { S +  t - r , y ) - u { t ~ - r , y ) \ d f i ( y )
Jo J g
for t >  0, x £ G, where we have used the inequality
|a p  — bp| <  p m a x (a p_1,6 p -1)|a  — b\ ,  a  >  0, b  >  0.
Therefore, letting
f ( t )  — sup |u(t  +  6, x) — u( t , a;)I, t  >  0,
xeG
we have that
/ ( i )  <  (co +  B{6)S +  p B l s 1
Jo
Using Gronwall’s inequality
f ( t )  <  (co +  B ^ ) 6 exp ( p B ^ t ) ,  t  >  0,
so for T  >  0,
(7.33) |u(t  +  <5, x) — u ( t , x)| <  A i  5, for all t  £  (0, T) and x £  G,
where A \  =  ( c q  +  B p5) exp ( p B f ^ T ) .  Thus u(t ,x)  is Lipschitz continuous in t  for all
x £ G,  and so (i, x) exists for almost every t  >  0 and for all x £ G. Clearly, by
(7.33) 0f£{t,x) is bounded for ( t ,x)  £  (0,T ) x G for T  >  0.H
Theorem 7.10 states that if, for given the initial data (j), the weak solution to the 
linear equation d v / d t  — A v  satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then so does the solution
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of the non-linear problem (7.3) for the same initial data. However, condition (7.31) 
may be difficult to verify directly. For one case, if f  is of the form
and thus f  satisfies (7.31).
Recall the definition (7.7) of the infinitesimal generator A  of the semigroup
solutions to (7.1)-(7.2), that is (7.1) holds pointwise at ( t ,x)  E (0, oo) x (7, where 
the Laplacian is defined by (7.7).
T h e o rem  7 .11 . (R e g u la r ity ) Suppose that k satisfies satisfies (Ki) - (K^)  and 
(Ks) .  L e tu ( t ,x )  be a non-negative bounded continuous solution of (7.3) f o r t  E (0 ,T ) 
and suppose that Q~(t,x) exists for all x  G G and t  G (0 ,T ). Moreover, suppose that 
u ( t , x ), ^fi(t,x) are both uniformly L 2(G)-integrable f o r t  E (0 ,T ). Then
(7.34)
Jg
where <ip(x) >  0 , Ill'lll <  00 an<i  7  >  0? then
so by (K 8),
<  const 7  1^+ds/^||'0||i<5,
{ P t f i  >  0} associated with the heat kernel k, which we take to be the Laplacian in 
(7.1). W ith this definition we can show that the weak solutions of (7.3) are strong
—  (t ,x)  =  A  u( t ,x )  + u ( t , x ) p(Ju
for  t  G (0 ,T ) and x  G G.
P ro o f. Since u(t ,x )  satisfies (7.3) we have that, for to >  0,
+  f*° dr  [  k(t  +  to ~  r, x , z )u ( r , z )pdfi(z)
Using (7.3) again, it follows that
Ptu(to , x) — u(to, x) =  (k(t  +  to, x, z) — /c(to, x, z))4>(z)dfj,(z)
Jg
(7.35) +  d r  ( k ( t +  to ~  t , x , z ) — k(to — T ,x ,z ) ) u (T ,z )pdfi(z).
Jo Jg
On the other hand, by (7.3),
u(t  +  to5 x) — u( to ,x )
— (k(t  +  to ,x , z )  -  k ( to ,x yz))(f)(z)dfi(z)
Jg
+  d r  (k(t  +  to — t , x , z )  — k(to — t , x , z ) ) u { r , z ) p dix{z)
Jo Jg
rt-{-to r
(7.36) +  / dr  k( t  +  to — r yx }z )u ( r y z )pdfi(z).
J to Jg
Combining (7.35) and (7.36),
Ptu f a x )  -  u( t0,x)  =  u ( t -h to ,x )  -  u( t0,x)
rt+to r
(7.37) — dr  k ( t +  to — T:x , z ) u ( r , z ) pdfi(z)
Jt0 Jg
for all x  E G and t  >  0. Since u(t ,x)  is continuous and bounded, it follows by (K$) 
that  ^ rt+t o r
l im -  dr  k(t- \ -to — r ,x ,  z )u ( r yz )pdfi(z) =  u( to ,x)p
t_>0 t  Jt0 J g
for each x e G .  Therefore, from (7.37) we deduce that
1 du
- u f a x ) )  =  — f a x )  - u ( t Qyx)p
for each x e G .  The limit here is pointwise, but using the uniform integrability of 
u ( t yx)  and d u / d t { t y x) and the dominated convergence theorem, the limit also exists 
in the L2 —norm, so the result follows by the definition (7.7) of the infinitesimal 
generator A . ■
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